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COUNTRY-LEVEL ANALYSIS

Overview

Each national partner carried out desk and field research on Digital Agenda implementation in

partner countries cover main issues of youth employment in digital industry. Specifically, this

research focused on national policies, youth survey, stakeholder interviews and activities

relating to youth unemployment and digital skills, in particular the ICT skills confidence and

lack of digital skills for employment for youth aged 16-30 , for example government policies

and initiatives, stakeholder initiatives, best practices by stakeholders and youth opinion

through specially developed questionnaire.

The national reviews, which were carried out December 2014 – May 2015, provided

information relating to:

• National stakeholder and initiative identification

• Statistical analysis from Digital Agenda Scoreboard and National Statics

• Youth survey from more than 800 respondents in partner countries

• Focus group interviews from stakeholders

The research was carried out using the

• Stakeholder template (Appendix 1)

• Project template (Appendix 2)

• Youth questionnaire template (Appendix 3)

• Statistical analysis template (Appendix 4)

• Focus group interview template (Appendix 5)

• Country analysis template (Appendix 6)
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Introduction

The research was conducted during April-May, 2015 by Generation 0101 partner in Turkey, İzmir 

University. The information sources used for the research included web sources, survey, e-mails,

face-to-face meetings and phone interviews. The survey and interviews were conducted in İzmir. 

112 youth surveys have been completed and analysed. 7 stakeholders representing public,

academic, private sector as well as NGOs have been interviewed.

Digital Agenda Strategy

Turkey has developed strategies and plans for becoming an information society since the 1990s.

Some of the milestones towards this goal includes e-Turkey Initiative (2001) and e-

Transformation Project (2002). The e-Transformation Project was a response to the e-Europe+

Initiative which aimed at enhancing the competitiveness of the candidate countries, modernize

their economies and increase their institutional and governance capacities. In 2003, the official

responsibility for Turkey's strategy for Information Society within the e-Transformation Project

was given to the Ministry of Development, the former State Planning Organization, with the goal

of making Turkey a part of the integrated European Information Society. The first Information

Society Strategy and Action Plan of Turkey (2006-2010) was prepared by the Ministry of

Development in 2006 as a policy document for achieving this goal. The Ministry has recently

announced the 2015-2018 Information Society Strategy and Action Plan of Turkey. With a focus

on development and employment, the strategy and action plan have been influenced by the

Digital Agenda for Europe and covers the following pillars:

• ICT sector

• Broadband infrastructure and sectoral competitiveness

• Qualified human resource and employment

• Diffusion of ICT in the society

• Information security and user trust

• ICT-based innovative solutions

• Internet business and e-commerce

• User-focused public services

In alignment with The European Digital Agenda's 101 actions, in 7 pillars, which aim at helping

to reboot the EU economy and enable Europe's citizens and businesses to get the most out of

digital technologies, Information Society Strategy and Action Plan of Turkey proposes 111

actions in 7 pillars. 38 public entities are responsible for these actions, which will be monitored

for progress through 117 indicators. The plan foresees growth in economy and increase in

employment through the proposed actions, which will create a strong and competitive ICT sector.

The Digital Agenda Scoreboard, which measures progress of the European digital economy, is

not available for Turkey. Some of the latest indicators for Turkey that reflect 2013 are currently

under validation. Digital Turkey Platform's study of 2014 has observed that there is no data

regarding the Digital Agenda goals for broadband coverage, internet usage among

disadvantaged people and citizens' use of eGovernment, with more than half-returning

completed forms. For all goals with indicators available, the progress of Turkey's digital economy

is significantly behind that of EU.
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In 2011 TESID (Turkish Electronics Industrialists Association), TUBISAD (Turkish Informatics

Industrialists Association), and ECID (Electronics Equipment Manufacturers Association), which

are members of DIGITALEUROPE, founded Digital Turkey Platform together with Informatics

Foundation of Turkey and Informatics Association of Turkey. Digital Turkey Platform has

participated in the discussions about the European Commission's digital priorities and the

national and local digital realities in Turkey within the Commission's "Going Local" outreach

initiative. Digital Turkey Platform shared results of the assessments at the 30th Informatics

Congress organized by Informatics Association of Turkey in 2013 with "Digital Agenda 2020" as

the main theme. Digital Turkey Platform published its findings and recommendations in 2014 in

a report entitled European Digital Agenda and Turkey: Adaptation to European Digital Agenda

Project Experts' Opinion Report.

Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employability

The following main stakeholders have been identified in connection with ICT skills and youth

employability in Turkey through the desk research:

• Public: Ministry of Employment and Social Security, Ministry of National Education,

Ministry of Development, Employment Agency (İŞKUR), Professional Competencies

Authority, Information and Communications Technologies Authority. Continuing

education and training activities organised outside of formal education institutions are

conducted in the People Education Centres (Halk C A. MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS FOR ICT

SKILLS AND YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY 3 Eğitimi Merkezleri) under Ministry of National

Education.

• NGOs: Informatics Association of Turkey, Informatics Foundation of Turkey and TUBİSAD

(Turkish Informatics Industry Association).

• Academic sector: Universities offering 4-year degrees in computer/software

engineering and in 2-year associate degrees in programming. An example is İzmir 

University with Computer Engineering and Software Engineering degree programs and

Vocational School with Computer Programming degree program.

• Non-formal training providers: Training on various topics that lead to a certificate are

offered by private establishments. An example in Izmir is i-Akademi, which offers training

on various topics including web design and Office products.

• Private sector: Training for various ICT skills and competitions/hackathons are

organised by international ICT firms (Microsoft, IBM, and others) as well as by Turkish

companies (Turckcell).

The extend of collaboration and partnerships among the various stakeholders in Turkey to attract

more young people into ICT education and to offer more ICT training has not reached the levels

envisaged in the Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs. Currently there is no National Coalition for

Digital Jobs in Turkey. There is no digital champion either. 1. Unemployment rate of youth in

Turkey Turkey Youth Unemployment Rate is at 18.80% for the period of February 2015,

according to EU Labour Force Survey Report based on Eurostat statistics. This is higher than

18.70% of the previous month, 15.90% of last year and the long term average of 17.94%. Youth

unemployment rate is significantly higher than the general unemployment rate of 10.10% for

the same period. The graphic below shows the variation in the unemployment rate during the

last five years. DA.
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Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

Unemployment rate of youth in Turkey

Turkey Youth Unemployment Rate is at 18.80% for the period of February 2015, according to

EU Labour Force Survey Report based on Eurostat statistics. This is higher than 18.70% of the

previous month, 15.90% of last year and the long term average of 17.94%. Youth

unemployment rate is significantly higher than the general unemployment rate of 10.10% for

the same period. The graphic below shows the variation in the unemployment rate during the

last five years.

ICT skills in Turkey

According to 2013 figures (Turkish Statistical Institute) broadband connection has reached 43%

for households and 89% for enterprises in Turkey. Regular internet usage is 40% while the

proportion of the population that has never used the internet is 51%. Women, rural inhabitants

and people with disabilities use internet considerably less. The ratio of the population who have

used the internet during the last three months has reached 49% in contrast to the EU ratio of

75%. Information Society Strategy and Action Plan of Turkey (2006-2010) has led to the

establishment of about 2,000 Public Internet Access Centers which aimed at providing the public

with increased access to the internet and opportunities for development of ICT skills. The impact

of these centers has been limited so far.

In Turkey ICT is introduced to school children starting from grade 4. According to the report

Survey of Schools: ICT in Education, Country Profile: Turkey, in 2011-2012, there were

considerably fewer computers in Turkey for all grade students than the EU average. At grade 8

Turkey ranked lowest with 23 students per computer while the EU average was 5. In Turkey all
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students are in schools with broadband access at grades 8 and 11, although higher percentages

of students are in schools with lower than EU average broadband speeds. Although the level of

ICT provision is low in Turkey, use by teachers is close to the EU average. There are more

teachers using ICT in more than 25% of lessons than the EU average. In Turkey student use of

computers in class is lower than but close to the EU mean. At grade 8 students’ reported use of

5 computers is seventh highest in Europe, over 66% saying they use them at least once a week

but at other grades Turkey is in the middle or lower range of countries.

Teachers’ confidence in using operational ICT is close to the EU mean. Students' self-confidence

in their ICT skills is below the EU mean in all areas. Confidence in operational skills ranks Turkey

second from last amongst grade 8 students. At all grades students in Turkey are, on average,

well below the EU average in terms of confidence to use the internet safely and to use it

responsibly.

ICT skills are needed for employment by computing professionals as well as other professionals

who use ICT in carrying out their professional activities. ICT skills are acquired in vocational

schools, in relevant degree programs in higher education as well as through training programs

offered by universities, municipalities, NGOs and private sector. In Turkey the number of

graduates with ICT-related degrees has been steadily increasing with 11,372 graduates from 4-

year degree programs and 23,467 graduates with associate degrees in 2012. The number of

students finishing ICT-related vocational school programs was 44,000 in 2013. Yet ongoing

developments in the ICT field make it difficult to acquire adequate ICT knowledge and skills

through formal education and employers are not satisfied with the knowledge and skills

graduates posses. As a result a large number of ICT graduates are not able to find appropriate

jobs. The total number of people employed in the ICT sector was 196,000 in 2011, which is 1.7%

of the total employment and puts Turkey behind other OECD countries. A study conducted by

TUBISAD in 2012 has shown that 58% of the sector identifies the deficit of qualified human

resources as the most important issue. The National Employment Strategy initiated in 2014

foresees that Turkey needs 10,000 additional ICT experts annually.

The identification and certification of professional competencies of ICT experts is regulated by

the Professional Competencies Authority. As of 2013 the Professional Competencies Authority

has published 17 professional standards at various levels.

Youth survey data analysis

Demographics and education of respondents

112 young people participated in the youth survey in Turkey. The average age is 23, with 50%

in the range 19-24. 44% of respondents are female and 56 % are male. The majority of

respondents are proficient in English (89% intermediate or advanced). 86% of respondents are

currently studying. Out of the 16 respondents who are not studying at the moment, 3 indicated

lack of time or timetable conflict as the reason for interrupting their studies.

34% of respondents are employed while 66% are not working. As shown in the chart below, the

biggest (47%) reason for unemployment is the difficulty of combining work with one's study.

25% of the unemployed do not work beacuse they do not need it.
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ICT and internet usage habits

All respondents have used the internet. As shown in the following chart, 90% use the internet

daily with 70% using it more than 2 hours a day. The respondents thus form a sample that is

very different than the whole population where regular internet users are 40%. Mobil device

usage is even more pervasive within the sample with 98% using a mobile device regularly and

96% using daily.

ICT skills levels

Only 2.7% of the respondents are without any of the computer skills listed in the survey. 90%

can do file management, 84% can use office software, 81% can connect/install new devices,

77% can create creative content and 77% can use security programs. 67% can use accessibility

tools. While those able to do network administration are 57%, only 46% can write a program.

Most of the Internet skills are also possessed by the majority of the respondents. Most widely

possessed skills are using social networks (86%), using a search engine (86%) and sending e-

mails with attachments (81%). Creating a web page (42%) and creating infogrammes (25%)

are operations less than half of the respondents can perform. Compared to the whole population

both computer and internet skill levels are high in the sample, which can be attributed to high

number of students in the sample. The widely available skills may reflect how youth uses ICT for

social purposes.
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When the respondents described their ICT skills' sufficiency for job market, almost half of the

respondents (47%) stated that they have ICT skills sufficient for job market. One quarter of the

respondents (26%) do not have sufficient skills while another quarter (26%) do not know

whether their skills are sufficient or not. This may indicate that youth are not sure what skills

are needed for employment while assuming that some skills they lack (such as programming

and web design) may be needed.

Obtaining knowledge of new technologies

The chart below shows how the respondents obtain knowledge of new technologies. Since the

categories are not mutually-exclusive, it is difficult to measure the contribution of formal

education as a whole, but the need for other channels of learning is apparent. Most common

ways of obtaining knowledge of new technologies are from relatives, friends and/or
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acquiantances (68%) and self-taught (62%). Less than half of the respondents indicated that

they obtain knowledge of new technologies at school (45%) or at university (48%). The results

may indicate that learning has become more social, outside of the classroom, while at the same

time more inividual. Materials offered on the internet are used by individuals to acquire

knowledge of new technologies, but a lot of learning also occurs through interaction with others.

Main conclusions and recommendations

The Digital Agenda goals are a priority in Turkey and have reflections in state and regional

policies. The overall goal of the first Information Society Strategy and Action Plan of Turkey

(2006-2010) was to achieve information society. The Information Society Strategy and Action

Plan for 2015-2018 focusses on Turkey's development and employment vision for 2023, which

is to be realised through information society policies. These policies are in alignment with The

European Digital Agenda's goals and actions. Regional policies and strategic plans also

emphasize information society, but digital agenda goals are typically not explicitly discussed.

The Digital Agenda goals are also a priority for some of the other stakeholders such as Digital

Turkey Platform. Digital Turkey Platform consisting of five large NGOs has promoted the The

Digital Agenda goals and participated in the discussions about the European Commission's digital

priorities and the national and local digital realities in Turkey. Other stakeholders who were

interviewed during this research were neither aware of the The Digital Agenda initiative nor its

goals; however, they agreed with the goals overall.

Although the Digital Agenda goals are a national priority according to official documents, Turkey

continues to lack measures for progress. The Digital Agenda Scoreboard, which measures

progress of the European digital economy, is not available for Turkey.

The extend of collaboration and partnerships among the various stakeholders in Turkey to attract

more young people into ICT education and to offer more ICT training has not reached the levels

envisaged in the Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs. Although there is currently no national coalition

nor a digital champion in Turkey, various stakeholders have initiated practical projects for

promoting and developing digital skills and training ICT professionals. Some of the initiatives

include:

• “Movement of Enhancing Opportunities and Improving Technology” Project by Ministry of

National Education, known as FATIH. The project has aimed at achieving the goal in the

Strategy of Information Society that has been prepared by the State Planning

Organization (2006-2010) in order to transform the society into information society:

“Information and Communication Technologies will be one of the main instruments of the

education process and it will also make teachers and students use these technologies

effectively”. With this project, 42.000 schools and 570.000 classes have been equipped

with the latest information technologies and transformed into computerized classes.

• “Türkiye’de e-Yönetişimin Gelişimi için Gençlerin Yetkin Kılınması Projesi” A project

initiated in 2005 by State Planning Agency, UNDP, Microsoft and Youth Association for

Habitat which has provided training on Office, internet security, web design and software

development to 158,000 people.

There are also a number of other initiatives such as campaigns, competitions and hackathons,

which have had limited impact. For example, Get online week 2015 (coordinated by Izmir

University; there is no national coordinator for Turkey) attracted only a handful of youth.
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Most projects that aim at acquisition of ICT skills by youth feel the need for standards for e-

competencies. Both employers and people looking for employment have difficulties in defining

and evaluating knowledge, 12 skills and abilities a job requires. Relevant EU standards for ICT

jobs have found little acceptance in Turkey so far.

The demand for employment in the ICT sector in Turkey is related to the size and level of

industrialisation of a city. ICT skills development is likely to have practical impact on youth

employment in large industrialised cities.

Results of the survey indicate that computer skills like file management, using office software,

installing new devices, creating content and using security programs are widely available. Writing

a program and network administration are not so common. Most of the Internet skills are also

possessed by the majority of the respondents, with using social networks, using a search engine

and sending e-mails with attachments as most common skills. Creating a web page and creating

infogrammes are missing skills for the majority.

At the national level, a study conducted by TUBIDER entitled "IT Sector e-Skills and e-

Competencies" during 2011-2013 has obtained the following results: Programming skills which

have been indicated by job seekers most commonly include SQL, Java, HTML, C++, C#, ASP,

and .NET. Employers have generally sought for software, hardware and network skills. In

software, most demand is for experienced .NET, C++, C#, Java and PHP programmers. In

Istanbul and Ankara, mobile programming is demanded more, while in the rest of the country

web design and programming is demanded more. Skills related to security technologies have

recently become important.

Main recomendations:

1. What should be improved in state/regional policies to implement DAA goals in e-skills

area ?

• Achievement of more effective public-private partnership.

2. What motivation tools and approaches should be used to involve young people acquire

/improve digital skills?

• Student project competitions and hackathons organized by the industry and

academia motivate students to gain awareness of digital skills and apply them in

innovative ways.

• In disadvantaged neighborhoods access to ICT is limited. Learning spaces in their

neighborhood equiped with ICT will motivate young people to find out about ICT tools.

3. Which of the training areas (proposed within project ) are most relevant/needed for young

people in your countries with perspective of employability

Although all of the training areas are relevant and needed, the following areas are most

needed:

• Easy coding (game development)

• Community web radio (audio editing, uploads, web site management)

• Mobile app development (app programming, GUI programming)

• Web design (graphical and technical design and development of web pages)
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Other recommendations :

• Employers generally think that education and training students receive do not contain

adequate practice of skills. Summer practices and apprenticehips are not long

enough. There should be arrangements for students to spend longer time with firms.

• Digital knowledge is mostly generated and disseminated in English. In order to follow

developments and acquire the skills needed, an adequate level of English is

necessary. According to The EF English Proficiency Index Turkey ranks 47th in 63

countries, with Very Low Proficiency.

• Contribution of data to Digital Agenda Scoreboard for all indicators is a must.

• The goal of reducing non-users of internet to 15% by 2015 is not realistic for Turkey

with the current level of 51%. Also there are big differences between the regions and

between women and men. Disabled people are particularly excluded from the digital

world (computer usage %7.7, internet access 7.1% in 2013).

• To support digital literacy, the curricula need to be changed starting from elementary

school. Also lifelong learning needs to be encouraged with proper certification.

• The goal of 50% of the citizens using e-government applications requires increased

digital literacy and awareness as well as broadband access.

• Professional competencies for ICT need to be completed by National Professional

Competencies Authorithy. Curricula for all levels of education need to be updated.

• We need to develop a national digital literacy strategy and policy.

• We need to develop a national e-learning strategy and policy.

• Digital literacy should include ICT usage as well as internet users’ rights and

responsibilities, data security, internet economy, e-government and e-commerce

applications and social media.

• Turkey needs to collaborate with the Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs network.

• Universities and municipalities need to organize free digital literacy training

particulary for the disadvantaged groups.

• We need studies to determine short and long-term ICT skills needed in various

sectors.

• We need to do research to determine appropriate e-learning approaches and

methodologies including serious games and social media.

• Programming should be included in elementary education curriculum.
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Introduction

The research was run in March -April 2015 by the Cyprus Community Media Centre. Established

in 2009, the Cyprus Community Media Centre (CCMC) works to empower civil society

organisations and community groups with the tools to communicate their message to a wider

audience. Through training and dedicated production support, equipment loan and access to a

state-of-the-art production studio, CCMC promotes the benefits of community-based media by

giving people the skills to be in control of their own messages. The research conducted for the

Generation 0101 project used various information sources such as e-mails, web sources, youth

survey and phone conversations. Six key stakeholders representing the government, public

body, nongovernmental ICT or youth organisations have been identified for the research. 123

surveys have been completed, 110 of which reflected the desired target group.

Digital Agenda strategy

Digital Strategy for Cyprus, a comprehensive national action plan for the development of

information society, was developed by the Department of Electronic Communications (DEC) with

the guidance of the Advisory Committee for Information Society was approved by the Council of

Ministers of Cyprus on 8 February 2012. Digital strategy for Cyprus is in line with the objectives

and actions proposed in the Digital Agenda for Europe, and is expected to contribute to economic

growth, productivity increase and job creation.

The strategy promotes the use of ICT in all sectors of the economy and society. The following

objectives, measures and actions are included.

Objective 1: Connecting Cyprus with high speed networks, so that all citizens, businesses and

public bodies have access to information society services and benefit from the use of ICT. This

objective also includes measures for promoting competition in electronic communications, in

order to create various infrastructures ofering high quality and high speed electronic services to

all citizens at afordable prices. It also includes measures to ensure the security of infrastructures

and information. Cyprus aims to achieve universal broadband access and ultra high speed access

until 2020 based on the targets of the Digital Agenda for Europe.

Objective 2: Modernizing public administration and providing public electronic services. By

using ICT for its internal functioning, the Government aims to become paperless and therefore

decrease bureaucracy and cost and increase civil servant productivity. Furthermore, by providing

public services electronically the government will ofer better services to businesses and citizens

and reduce business’s cost.

Objective 3: Including all into digital Cyprus through improving the digital literacy of all

businesses and unemployed people and the enrollment of all citizens in lifelong learning

programs and enabling the use of broadband and ICT services by all citizens.

Objective 4: Promoting the Digital Education by using ICT as a dynamic tool aiming at the

upgrade, the enrichment and the reform of the educational process.

Objective 5: Promotion of digital entrepreneurship in order to help businesses use ICT

extensively to support their functioning for increasing their productivity and becoming more

competitive in domestic and international markets. Moreover, research and innovation in the ICT

sector will also be promoted in order to increase public and private spending on ICT research

and development.
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Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employment

The stakeholders identified for the Digital Agenda goals in scope of this research include the

Human Resources Development Authority (HRDA), Ministry of Labour, Ministry of

Communications and Works, Welfare and Social Insurance, the Digital Champion of Cyprus as

well as non-governmental youth and ICT organizations.

HRDA is a semi-governmental organisation that has a significant influence in shaping and

implementing national policies in regards to Human Development of the workforce. HRDA

focuses on new skills development, support to employment and local training centres who host

HRDA approved courses.

Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance is one of the government bodies involved in e-

skills for jobs. Ministry of Communications and Works hosts the CY Digital Champion Mr. Stelios

Himonas.

Non-governmental organizations include Youth Power that has a large youth network across the

whole island of Cyprus and is influential in disseminating information and hosting training

workshops for youth entrepreneurship and skills development in the framework of projects they

run. In addition, Cyprus Youth Council, a union of nongovernment Youth organisations, is the

largest youth organization in Cyprus which is influential in promotion and dissemination of

information to Youth, especially on EU initiatives and strategies. Future Worlds Centre is an

eclectic NGO, which is influential with other NGO’s in foresting support for programs or events.

They host a group of Young people who work on ICT and give trainings. Amalgama Information

Management focuses on ICT tasks, mainly in EU-funded Projects, such as ICT systems design,

development and integration with particular focus on (online) e-learning systems, Content

Management Systems (CMS) and Online Systems, Multimedia handling, Systems Analysis, ICT

Project Management and Consulting. #hack66 is an innovation center/hackerspace hybrid

located in Nicosia, Cyprus. #hack66 aims to be the physical space that empowers the local

community to gather, experiment, share and create. Its main goal is to promote the mindset of

openness and sustainable innovation in Cyprus.

In support of the European Commission’s recent action call for a Grand Coalition seeking to

address the shortage in the new ICT skills and the future mismatching of unfilled ICT related

vacancies, Cyprus proceeded, in September 2014 with the creation of a National Action Plan for

Coalition for Digital Jobs in close cooperation with the Department of Electronic Communications.

The action plan is divided into three active categories: (a) Education/Training, (b) Certification

and (c) Awareness.

Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

Youth unemployment rate in Cyprus, as of 2015 is 33.2%. Considering the general

unemployment rate in Cyprus is 16%, the youth unemployment rate is noteworthy. The following

graph shows the sharp increase in youth unemployment rate during the 2012-2013 financial

crisis and the slow decline since.
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96.3% of young Cypriots (16-24 years old) are regular internet users, where only 65.3% of the

general population use internet regularly.

Most Cypriots have basic (average) levels of digital skills, 55.1%. However only 14.6% have

above basic skills, while more than 30% have low digital skills.

36.1% of Cypriots acquired ICT skills through formal education, of which 39.7% are unemployed.

This figure indicates that 14.3% of Cypriots have acquired more advanced ICT skills and yet are

still unemployed.

Regardless of the size of a company (SME or Large enterprise), approximately 40% people are

employed using computers at work. Only 16.9% of enterprises employ ICT specialists in Cyprus;

this suggests that in most cases where ICT skills are required, a staff member who does not

specialise on ICT skills is asked to fill that position temporarily or someone is contracted short-

term. As a result, only 1.81% of enterprises report having a hard time filling vacancies for these

jobs. Notably the larger companies have more difficulty filling the positions, possibly since they
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have more of such positions available in the first place. The latest available data suggests that

only 2.10% people are employed with ICT specialist skills in Cyprus.

Only 16.1% of Cypriots consider their ICT skills as insufficient for the labour market. Of those

15.3% were employed and 24.3% were not. However, 26.4% of Cypriots do think their ICT skills

are sufficient, of which 26.1% were employed, and 30% were not.

Youth survey data analysis

A total of 123 people participated in the survey, 110 of which reflected the estimated target

group (89% of the participants were between the ages of 17-35). Of this age group, 59.4% were

female and 40.6% were male. The vast majority of the participants (77.5%) indicated that their

English language skills are advanced; 20.7% have intermediate and only 2% have basic English

language skills. Currently 70.30% of the participants from the estimated target group are

employed and 41.5% are studying.

An overwhelming majority use computers for more than 2 hours a day while only 1% indicated

that they never use computers. Similarly use of mobile devices is quite high; according to the

youth survey, 62.1% indicated that they use a mobile device more than 2 hours a day, 31.5%

use mobile devices daily, but less than 2 hours a day.

Given the high percentage of regular internet users among youth as indicated in the desk

research coupled with the computer and mobile device usage data gathered from the youth

survey, it is not very surprising that 98.2% of the respondents are a part of a social network.

The computer skills were rated very high except for program/database writing. The internet skills

were also rated very high except for creating web pages and infographics. Consequently, 58.6%

believe that their ICT skills are sufficient for the job market, though it is possible that they

overestimate their own skills and knowledge.
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As seen from the chart below, most respondents indicated that they have learned the new

technologies by themselves. Other main sources for learning IT skills indicated in the youth

survey and the chart below are friends/families/acquaintances, university and on the job.

Main conclusions and recommendations

“Digital Strategy for Cyprus” was developed and approved to address the need for development

of ICT skills in key sectors in order to increase the productivity and economical growth in Cyprus.

In line with the European Digital Agenda, Digital Strategy for Cyprus calls for integration of ICT

skills in various sectors and promotes digital literacy across the board. Since it was only recently

approved, the action plan has not been reflected in the government policies yet.

Stakeholders from the private and the public sector cooperated and offered training courses on

ICT skills for school teachers, as well as organizing competitions at elementary school level in

order to develop programs which were valuable initiatives. Additionally, during the programming

period of 2007-2013, the HRDA implemented schemes co-financed by the European Social Fund,

for increasing the employability of the unemployed and economically inactive women by

providing opportunities for participation in training activities, which included information

technology and work experience.

However, except for a funding program supported by the Department for Social Inclusion of

Persons with Disabilities which aims for ICT skills development for disabled people, there is no
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available funding schemes for ICT skills development in the current programming period which

ends in 2020. This lack of funding will continue to set back the implementation of ICT-related

policies.

According to the results of the youth survey, youth in Cyprus is not competent in developing

webpages, applications, infographics and creative content such as editing/ creating images and

videos. However, they have ranked their skills highly in using social media, sending emails, using

search engines, sharing files, using standard office software, file management and using security

programs.

For Digital Agenda goals in e-skills area to be implemented in Cyprus, in addition to awareness-

raising activities on the importance of the issue, more multi-stakeholder initiatives need to be

developed such as establishing training and internship programs to strengthen entrepreneurship

and ICT skills required by the job market and introducing ICT skills into the school curricula at

all levels, including the advancement of teachers’ skills. Furthermore, setting up mentorship

programs for young people as part of social corporate responsibility will motivate the youth to

improve their digital literacy. These measures will in turn increase the employability of the youth.

All planned training modules will be useful and relevant in Cyprus; however, web design, easy

coding, video development and mobile application development skills seem to be ranked lower

than the rest.
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Youth employment in ICT sector

Lithuania
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Introduction

The research was run in April, 2015 by Generation 0101 partner association Langas į ateitį/LIA.  

LIA is a non-profit NGO which mission since 2002 is to participate in the development of the

information society, increase the accessibility of the Internet and e-services in Lithuania by

providing computer literacy and Internet training to Lithuanian citizens. The key activities are

intended to digitally and geographically excluded inhabitants, especially living in rural regions,

young people, socially vulnerable, aged or disabled people.

The information sources used for the research: web sources, consultations with experts, face-

to-face meetings, e-mails and personal contacts.

20 stakeholders representing public, academic, private sector as well as NGO have been

contacted and interviewed.125 youth surveys have been completed.

Digital agenda strategy

On 12 March 2014, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania approved the Programme for

Information Society Development in Lithuania for 2014-2020 “Lithuania’s Digital Agenda”. The

Programme fully complies with the objectives set by the Digital Agenda for Europe, and is

prepared from the perspective of Lithuania’s specific situation and needs in various areas of

State’s life related to the development and spread of ICT under the coordination of the Ministry

of Transport and Communication (www.transp.lt) as well as participation of all the other

ministries. The Information Society Development Committee under the Ministry of Transport and

Communications (ISDC) has been participating in the process of shaping state policy in the

development of information and communications technologies in Lithuania and coordinating its

implementation. The mission of the Committee is to plan, organise and coordinate processes of

the development of information society aimed at creating an open, educated and continuously

learning society, members of which rely on knowledge and have an opportunity and capability

to make effective use of modern ICT in all their fields of activity.

The major focus areas of the Programme “Lithuania’s Digital Agenda” are as follows: (1) Skills

and motivation of the Lithuanian citizens to use the ICT; (2) Development of electronic content;

(3) the ICT infrastructure. The Programme is based on the assumption that only balanced

development of all these areas can lead to sustainable and rapid development of the information

society and result in implementation of the objectives envisaged in the Digital Agenda for Europe.

There are 6 aims of the programme:

1. To reduce the digital divide of the residents of Lithuania and to encourage them to acquire

knowledge and skills in order to enable them to fully and successfully use ICT;

2. To create new technologically advanced online public and administrative services and

encouraging the residents to use them;

3. To use ICTs in the promotion of the Lithuanian culture and language;

4. To promote the use of ICT for business development;

5. To develop broadband electronic communication networks in underserved areas;

6. To ensure safe, reliable, interoperable ICT infrastructure.
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Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employability

20 main stakeholders responsible for ICT skills for youth in Lithuania have been named in the

desk research. Of course, there are many more but the named ones make visible influence and

have capacity to add more to the positive change of the situation regarding youth ICT skills and

unemployment. The stakeholders represent different sectors:

1. public: Ministry of Transportation and Communication (www.transp.lt),Ministry of

Education and Science (http://www.smm.lt/web/en/),-Ministry of Social Security and

Labour (www.socmin.lt),-State Employment agency (www.ldb.lt), Youth job centers

under State employment agency;

2. business associations (www.infobalt.lt , www.langasiateiti.lt);

3. formal educators (www.ktu.lt, www.vu.lt);

4. non-formal training providers;

5. National Digital Coalition (http://www.skaitmeninekoalicija.lt/en/);

6. e-skills for jobs campaign (http://e-igudziai.lt/).

Recently established National Digital Coalition encounters most active stakeholders for ICT skills.

Through the Memorandum, signed on November 7, 2013 in Vilnius, institutions, companies and

organizations coordinating the promotion of a knowledge-based society in Lithuania, promoting

and developing digital skills of young people and the community at large as well as training ICT

professionals agreed to form the National Digital Coalition for the Promotion of Digital Skills for

Jobs in Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as “the National Coalition”) and to cooperate in

implementing information society development programme 2014–2020 Digital Agenda for

Lithuania in order to increase employment and to achieve a more effective use of digital

potential. The Partners of the National Coalition agree on the following objectives:

1. To substantially reduce the shortage of IT professionals, to improve the conditions for the

private and public sector employees as well as all inhabitants to learn and continuously

improve the necessary ICT skills for job, the establishment of IT business and

development of the digital market.

2. To attract more young people to choose ICT and other science studies and professions,

to ensure the acquisition of digital skills also when learning other professions.

3. To raise public awareness of the importance of digital skills and competences.

More info on the tasks and activities here: http://www.skaitmeninekoalicija.lt/en/
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Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

1. Unemployment rate of youth in Lithuania

Comparing the statistical data (State department of statistics) from 2013 beginning to the end

of 2014 numbers indicate a growth of unemployment rate. In the 2013 the unemployment of

youth was 24.6%. While in 2014 – 27.6%.

The graphic below shows the variation according to year quarters and unemployment rate.

In comparison with general unemployment rate 11,8% in 2013, youth unemployment is

significantly big. Every fourth 16-25 y.o. person (not student) is unemployed.

According to the experts from governmental, NGO and private business sectors, the big

unemployment rate reflects the gap between ICT specialist demand and supply. Though majority

of young people are ICT literate and active in social networks but even after graduating the

university, they rarely have enough specific ICT skills for high quality tasks.

2. ICT skills in Lithuania

Internet penetration reach 70 % in 2015 in Lithuania. 95.5% of internet users identify

themselves as regular users. Taking into count youth - 98.3% of them are regular, using

computer every or almost every day. Although most of people use computers and internet on

daily basis, only 41.9% of working age employed people perceives their ICT skills as sufficient

for the labor market. 28.5 % of working people thinks that their ICT knowledge is insufficient.

Meanwhile, almost one third (27.6%) of working age unemployed people also perceives their

ICT skills as sufficient enough for labor market. And 32.5% of them as insufficient.

96.7% of 16-24 y.o. youth obtained ICT skills through formal education institutions in LT. That

means all young people are provided with basic digital skills at school.
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Unfortunately, this big ICT literacy number does not mean property for an ICT profession job.

According to the experts young people have digital skills – internet search, social media, but

rarely ones needed for the job but they overestimate their knowledge. Young people lack the

competence of data processing, analysis, tasks planning and monitoring, concrete programming

skills, etc.

Optimistically seems high number of science and technology graduates in Lithuania - 23 per

1000 inhabitants. Meanwhile in EU, only - 18.1. Of course, considering the demand of this kind

of specialist this number should be much higher. According to Lithuanian Digital Champion

opinion, Lithuanian education system does not keep up with the demand of specialists and the

non-formal ICT education should be encouraged, which is more flexible to the need.

Youth survey data analysis

1. Demographics and education of respondents

126 young people participated in youth survey in Lithuania. The majority of the respondents in

the – 76% – are 19-24 y.o. people. 17% – 16-18 y.o. and 7% – 25-30 y.o. respondents. Most

of them are girls – even 64%.

Respondents provided surprisingly high their English language skills knowledge – 71% of them

evaluated the skills of English as advanced level. Only 5% indicated their knowledge as

beginner’s level.

79% of respondents are secondary, high school or university students. 27 respondents indicated

that they have interrupted their studies. The main reasons of that – indecisiveness what to study,

the second place - preference to work instead of studies and the need to work prevent studies.
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42% of respondents have a job and the rest – 58 % are unemployed youth. Analyzing why they

are unemployed it comes to a daylight that the main reasons for that are ongoing studies and

parents financial support (see the chart below).

2. ICT and internet usage habits

Analyzing the ICT habits of the respondents it is seen that the numbers greatly matches with

general entire country statistics. 94% of respondents use mobile devices and the internet every

day. 4% – 3-5 times a week and there is not any of respondents who have never used the

internet and mobile devices or use it only occasionally. The technology is a regular tool for daily

basis activities.

Both – skills of computer and internet use were evaluated very high. See the chart below.
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This data can be accepted in two ways: either respondents indeed have great ICT skills or they

overestimate their knowledge. This evaluation comes to the mind after interview with Skaidra

Vaicekauskienė, the director of IT learning center in Lithuania. She tells about the often practice 

when young people think they can programme the website if they know how to upload the image

into the web or have heard about SEO.

From the chart data it is also can be seen that particularly skills needed for job such as web

programming, creating inforgrahpics, data base knowledge are percepted weeker than the other

tasks.

3. Obtaining knowledge of new technologies

Important role plays formal education – school, university. One third of digital skills needed

respondents obtained at work.

From the chart above it is seen that mostly learning to use IT is self-taught process – 73% of

respondents indicated it as the main source. It can be considered that formal education does not

provide up-to-date knowledge and content. On the other hand, online learning material has

tremendous importance. Online videos, e-courses, tutorials are the most popular for youth

learning process.
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Main conclusions and recommendations

ICT European statistics show that, according to the information society indicators Lithuania is a

strong mediocre "in the context of the EU - LT occupies a middle position according to various

criteria, reflecting the maturity of the processes of the information society in areas such as

population, digital competences, e-government and business, ICT infrastructure development.

Lithuania takes the 11th place in the European Commission published the EU digital economy

and society index (according to the availability of internet Lithuania is the eighth of the EU

countries, according to the use of digital technology skills is the seventeenth in the EU, according

to business integration of digital technologies Lithuania is the ninth, and digital public services -

sixteenth of the EU). Accordingly, the European Digital Agenda responds very well the specifics

of Lithuania and is integrated into the main Lithuanian strategic documents.

National Digital Coalition encounters most active stakeholders for ICT skills. Through the

Memorandum, signed on November 7, 2013 in Vilnius, institutions, companies and organizations

coordinating the promotion of a knowledge-based society in Lithuania, promoting and developing

digital skills of young people and the community at large as well as training ICT professionals

agreed to form the National Digital Coalition for the Promotion of Digital Skills for Jobs in

Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as “the National Coalition”) and to cooperate in implementing

information society development programme 2014–2020 Digital Agenda for Lithuania in order

to increase employment and to achieve a more effective use of digital potential.

Major e-skills for job initiatives in Lithuania:

1. Get online week (coordinator in LT Association Langas į ateitį)  

2. Virtual learning environment www.epilietis.eu (Association Langas į ateitį) 

3. Fit4Jobs project (Association Langas į ateitį) 

4. “Libraries for innovation” (National M. Mažvydas Library)

5. “Patinka” (Association Infobalt)

6. “MOKAT” (Association Infobalt)

7. “Infobalt IT academy”

8. "Startup Lithuania”, “ Appcamp" and Startup Highway " (Enterprise Lithuania)

Independent programming classes by private businesses, such as Adform academy, Ilja Laurs

professional learning initiative, Barclays academy, Visma practice, Samsung academy, Mirosoft

Lietuva appcamp, etc.

Formal education is not capable to change as fast as required according to the market needs of

today. According to Lithuanian Digital Champion, data processing, analysis and presentation of

images, digital media recovery, operation planning and monitoring, data management and

software protection, product customization are the topics to be included to school agenda. In

this case informal education is most welcome and expected by youngsters.

In 2016 Lithuania will face a shortage of 7000 ICT professionals. It is clear that all above

mentioned initiatives as well as new EU SF funded projects which are planned in the near future

will help to cover the demand.

From the youth survey it is seen that search on the internet, social media, communication and

files sharing are the skills youth perceive as having. From the chart data it is also can be seen
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that particularly skills needed for job such as web programming, creating inforgrahpics, data

base knowledge are percepted weaker than the other tasks. The same observations have

stakeholders participated in the interviews. According them – young people overestimate their

ICT skills – they know how to use social media but they don‘t have enough skills to fulfill the

tasks at work.

Recommendations:

1. ICT skills - programming, robotics, etc. - should be given more attention to at school,

upgrading, optimizing computer programs up to date. Students will be able to present an

attractive area of ICT knowledge, involving awareness raising.

2. More society awareness raising campaigns about the importance of ICT skills for job.

3. More society awareness raising about the importance and perspectives in ICT career.

4. The content for youth should be designed in the attractive, user-friendly manner. The

content should contain different medias (audio, video, etc.) also it should be reached by

young people using their daily virtual environment.

5. All achievements while learning should be noticed and rewarded.

All 7 modules are useful to acquire new ICT skills for youth. However, Lithuania is mostly

interested in Easy coding module, Mobile application development, and Web design module.
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Youth employment in ICT sector

Italy
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Introduction

The organization in charge for the conduction of the research on the implementation of the Digital

Agenda in Italy is the Association “Study Center City of Foligno” (CSF), one of the partners in

the Generationa0101 international consortium.

CSF (www.cstudifoligno.it) is a training agency active since the year 2000 in the territory of the

Municipality of Foligno. The Association is a no-profit private organization whose funding

members are the Municipality of Foligno, the Province of Perugia, the Umbria Region, the

University of Perugia and the local bank Foundation.

During the years, CSF worked with and for different target groups, always starting from the

assumption that a high-quality education and training are fundamental to the whole realization

of the individual. “Education for all” has meant, in particular, the realization of training courses

and other formative interventions for disadvantaged groups. Unemployment, handicap, gender

and racial discrimination, from one side, have been dismantled with adaptability, guidance and

social inclusion, from the other side.

Accordingly, to the preliminary agreements that were taken during the KoM in Izmir, CSF

conducted the research activities mostly on regional level. Nevertheless, many important

stakeholders have been invited to answer an online interview that has been circulated through

various national mailing lists and newsletters.

Among the others, we have emailed the following key stakeholders: the representatives of the

Italian Digital Agency (AgID); the online newspaper “Agendadigitale.eu”; the editorial staff of

the website www.agendadigitale.org; local and regional responsible for the implementation of

the Digital Agenda (Municipalities; Regions); Italian Digital Champions; Training agencies; High

Schools; employment agencies; the coordinating partner for the “E-skills for Jobs” campaign

2015, ANITEC - National ICT and CE Association. Finally, we have received 9 completed

interviews.

With regards to the youth surveys, although we have received the link for the online

questionnaire at a very late stage of the research implementation, we managed to collect more

than 100 entries through the combined promotion of the survey in:

- The CSF Facebook page and website

- A dedicated newsletter sent to more than 800 ex-trainers of the courses offered by CSF

- The ongoing project “A scuola d’impresa / Business at school”, which involves the

students of 18 high schools from all over the Umbria Region

- Bilateral meetings for “Youth Guarantee” professional orientation, within the framework

of the support service that CSF runs on behalf of the Municipality of Foligno

Digital agenda strategy

AgID, the Agency for Digital Italy, has a paramount importance in implementing and

disseminating DAA policy and goals in Italy. It is responsible for ensuring the attainment of the

objectives of the Italian DAA Digital in line with those set up at European level. Currently the

Agency has numerous projects (see Growth digital document approved by the Government,

March 3, 2015 http://www.governo.it/Governo/ConsiglioMinistri/dettaglio.asp?d=77997)

including SPID, Smart cities, e-health, Italian Login, etc. The Agency promotes and coordinates
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the activities concerning the profiles in particular through the Grand Coalition for E-skills

http://www.agid.gov.it/sites/default/files/documenti_indirizzo/strategia_coalizione_nazionale_c

ompetenze_digitali.pdf). AgID collaborates with key stakeholders, such as the Regional Affairs

Department, the Ministries of Education, Welfare and Defense. It also collaborates with key

public authorities such as Istat and Isfol.

In our country, Fondazione Mondo Digitale (FMD) plays a key role in implementing DAA goals

through the following ongoing activities:

- Phyrtual Innovation Gym (http://www.innovationgym.org/): Phyrtual is a physical-virtual

environment for life innovation and education. It is a training ground for experiential

learning and technological, social and civic innovation. It is a space open to the

community, schools, businesses and universities, addressed to young people. It is a

meeting place for old and new professions based on the language of production

(traditional and digital), experimentation and creativity to stimulate professional growth,

self-entrepreneurship and exercising the powers of the 21st century.

- The Workshop of New Jobs: From digital manufacturing to innovative enterprise, from

gaming to reality: there are 4 learning environments that make up the program Workshop

of New Jobs, the free training project launched by Google and Digital World Foundation

for spread digital skills and implement learning activities focused on training and career

must register by filling out the online form at www.mondodigitale.org/call4youth to

access it. Workshops are aimed at all young people aged between 15 and 29, with priority

to young people who do not study and do not have a job. The training program is made

of four learning environments where there are already active courses of Workshop of New

Jobs: fab lab: use of laser cut, 3D printer and typical instruments of a fab lab, lab video:

video making with 3D animation and visual effects lab game: game development and

interactive immersive storytelling lab: technology and immersive augmented reality. Each

training course is also associated with activities of leadership, team building and

motivation.

The initiatives designed and carried out by AICA, the Italian Association for Information and

Communication Technology (ICT), are very important in fostering DAA goals, as they aim at

disseminating e-skills. AICA is also the accredited body for the European certification of users

and professionals’ IT competencies. The Association is a national reference point for supporting

the implementation of DAA policy and goals in the public sector. In fact, it designs and carries

out many workshops focused on the innovation of educational programs and curricula, as well

as on the qualification of IT skills in the public sector

ANITEC - National ICT and CE Association is a very active association in implementing DAA goals.

Together with Confindustria (the main association representing manufacturing and service

companies in Italy, with a voluntary membership of more than 150,000 companies of all sizes),

ANITEC coordinates the Italian eSkills for Job campaign (http://www.eskillsforjobs.it/), an

initiative promoted by the Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs.

It is important to mention the JOB TRIBU project (http://www.jobtribu.eu/), a crucial European

funded project for implementing DAA goals at national and international level. JOB TRIBU aims

at developing and testing career guidance actions and tools, based on the use of ICT and the

new possibilities offered by the Web 2.0. The project idea is based on the following basic

assumptions:
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- the career guidance within the PES is one the most important asset for an efficient

and accessible Lifelong Learning system and for improving the European Employment

Strategy;

- ICTs are becoming strategic in guidance and employment services, providing a wide

range of inexpensive tools for communication, education and information exchange.

- in several European countries, the overall PES offer of ICT-based services is still poor, if

there is any, as well as the training on ICT provided to practitioners and counsellors.

To conclude, the project Didasca (http://www.didasca.it/index.php) the first Italian Cyber

schools for Lifelong learning is another key project for implementing DAA goals fostering digital

literacy.

Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employability

As it has been already mentioned in the introductory paragraph, when requested to identify and

analyze the major stakeholders and the most important activities for ICT skills and youth

employability, CSF focused on the regional level, taking advantage of both its internal public

members and the its wide network of relevant bodies for the topics covered by this particular

section of the research.

Of course, the most important public stakeholder for the promotion of ICT skills for youth is the

Umbria Region and, in particular, its department for Vocational Training and Labor policies

(http://www.formazionelavoro.regione.umbria.it/). Moreover, following the guidelines and

priorities elaborated by the regional government, all the municipalities can also play an important

role by encouraging the implementation of innovative projects in network between schools,

universities, government agencies, individuals and associations.

At educational and academic level, both public and private stakeholders contribute the

development of ICT skills for youth, always in line with a general strategy for the enhancement

of their employability capacities. The major stakeholders in this area are:

- The University of Perugia, Department of Mathematics and Informatics

(http://www.dmi.unipg.it/)

- The Public Research Agency of the Umbria Region – AUR (www.aur-umbria.it/)

- The Regional School Office (http://istruzione.umbria.it/), representing the schools of all

order and level in the Umbria Region

- Thematic university spin-offs like ESEBEL Srl (http://www.esebel.com/), whose mission

is to research and train on digital technologies

- Private training agencies, such as those linked to specific Unions and Business

Associations and others active in the implementation of EU projects

Las but not least, concerning the private sector, local Foundations (such as, for example, the

Foundation Bank of Foligno http://www.fondazionecarifol.it/) usually provide a fundamental

economic support the activities carried in cooperation between all the above mentioned other

stakeholders.
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Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

According to the latest data published by ISTAT (Italian National Statistics Institute),

unemployment continues to grow in Italy. The rate of youth unemployment, which in the month

of March 2015 rose to 43.1% from 42.8% in February, remaining among the highest levels. The

number of young unemployed shows a slight increase on a monthly basis: 8 thousand more,

equal to + 1.2%.

As one can see from the chart below, in fact, the youth unemployment rate has experienced a

steady increase since 2008, arriving in 2014 to reach a record level of 43.2%, the highest in

Italy since 1977.

This socio-economic picture is even more dramatic if combined with the low percentages referred

to the ICT skills of the population, especially in an era where these competences represent a

fundamental background for chances of employability. In fact, although the Ministry of

Education, University and Research (MIUR) has supported schools in the use of ICT in the

teaching/learning processes since 2000, the percentage of those who declare to have obtained

ICT skills through formal education institution is 16,10, much lower than the 27,80% at EU level.

Accordingly to the Digital skills indicator, 95,80% of the Italian population has between low and

basic ICT knowledge, while only 4,22% is above basic.

Italy is definitely not ready to cope with the future increasing need of ICT specialists, and not

only in terms of trained professionals’ availability, but also due to the mindset of the Italian

enterprises themselves, of which, at the moment, only 9,28% are employing ICT specialists

(almost 10 percentage points lower than the EU average) and only 1,26% report hard-to-fill

vacancies for ICT specialists. In other words, it seems that the Italian enterprises are not

employing enough ICT experts and, at the same time, they are not looking for them.
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Youth survey data analysis

The average age of the 116 overall respondents is 23 years old, with a major representation of

those aged between 19-24, and an almost identical percentage of those between 16 and 18

(29%) and those between 25 and 30 (28%).

Even though, due to the diversity of channels used to reach the target, it was not possible to

monitor the respect of the gender balance aspect of the respondents at the survey, finally both

man and women are equally represented with a percentage difference on only 0.6 in favor of

female gender.
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Most of the respondents (62%) declared an intermediate level of English and they are still

involved in an educational activity (69%).

On the contrary, those who left or interrupted their training path, did it mostly due to economic

reasons, whether because the need of work prevented studying (28,21%) or because the rates

to be enrolled and attending University were to high (23,08%).
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Concerning ICT and the Internet usage habits, more than 85% of the respondents declared to

use a computer at least 3-5 times per week, with almost half of total (43,97%) using them more

than 2 hours every day.

A usage habit that increases when referring to mobile devices with 71,55% of the target using

them daily, more than two hours.
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The majority of the respondents have basic and operational computer skills, such as file

management (90,52%), use of standard office software (74,14%) and security programs

(61,21%), as well as connecting/installing new devices (66,38%). On the contrary it seems that

only few of them (19,83%) are able to write a program/database using specialist programming

languages/coding.
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With Internet-related skills percentages are higher and it seems like the target is able to take

advantage almost all the online services and tools, with the exception of those that are probably

more needed in terms of employability: create a web page (only 12,07%) and infogrammes

(only 8,62%).
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As it also confirmed from the desk research on ICT skills and Youth employability, school does

not represent the first source of digital learning for young people yet, who usually face an

immediate need of developing new ICT skills and, as the 78,45% of the respondents, provide by

themselves to fill the knowledge gap.
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Last, but not least, in view of a prospective participation at the activities proposed by the

Generation0101, the survey was very useful to assess and confirm the need of the courses

specified in the project proposal. In fact, the average in the evaluation of the ICT skills to be

developed in each of them never reaches the medium level, as it is detailed in the table below.

Main conclusions and recommendations

Based on the results of all the surveys and interviews conducted in the Generation0101 research,

it is possible to conclude that both the Digital Agenda and Digital Single Market strategies play

a crucial role in fostering European innovation, economic growth and competitiveness. According

to Barbara Quarta, EU Project Manager, “the targets set by the Digital European for 2015 are

still far away from Italy. Using the Internet, Italy remains in the queue along with Greece,

Bulgaria and Romania”.

However, although, unfortunately, DAA goals are not yet considered a priority for national and

local government, most stakeholders (7/9) know about or are involved in activities/projects

aimed at fostering national coalition for E-skills /Digital Agenda/Grand Coalition of digital Jobs.

At the same way, many other public and private organizations play a very active role in

implementing DAA policy and goals, taking part/designing projects aimed at developing e-skills

for jobs priorities. In Italy, the main initiatives aimed at developing DAA goals are the following:

- National Coalition for Digital competence: it is involved in in the "Grand Coalition for

Digital Jobs" of the EU Commission) and it is an initiative promoted by AgID to improve

digital skills.

0 = minimum to 5 = maximum

ICT skills in fallowing areas: Awerage

E-journalism (creating online

journalism content, blogging)
1,87

Web design (graphical and technical

design and development of web

pages)

1,93

Video development (Recording,

formats, editing, storytelling)
2,18

Community web radio (audio

editing, uploads, web site

management)

2,12

Easy coding (game development) 1,699

Online collaboration (cloud

solution/sharing online documents,

calendars etc.)

2,99

Mobile app development (app

programming, GUI programming)
1,46
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- E-skills for job (www.eskillsforkjobs.it) coordinated by ANITEC and Confindustria.

- Cl@ssi 2.0 programme: a National project promoted by the Italian Ministry of Education

(MIUR) aimed at evaluating the impact of ICT tools on students and their teachers. The

programme involves 155 schools across the Country and, in each school, one class of

students enrolled in the first year has been chosen to get fundings to buy ICT resources.

- European funded projects: e-Skills for job 2015-2016; Watify, Stimulating Digital

Entrepreneurship; JOBTRIBU; JA-YE.

Assuming that stakeholders consider Italian young people’s ICT skills are not sufficient for labor

market needs, they underline recent policies/projects for ICT skills for youth should support

young people to develop digital and other key competences and abilities (creativity, problem

solving, critical thinking). Such competencies play a crucial role in “empowering young people

to not only benefit from technology but also to create and renovate them, and then promote

youth employment. It is important that young people are able to bring creativity and innovation

to enter the working context” (Barbara Quarta).

Projecting the results obtained in the Umbria Region at national level, also thanks to comparison

with the official statistics, it is possible to state that in Italy most young people use digital

technologies (tablets, smartphones) through informal learning processes and especially for

leisure purposes and social networking. So, a specific training aimed at using digital

competencies and skills in a professional way is necessary. According to Francesco Giuffrè,

ANITEC Manager, besides developing digital competencies, Italian young people need to foster

online marketing skills. Such abilities are paramount for widening youth working opportunities

and create a successful and innovative startup.

Motivation tools and innovative approaches for encouraging young people in acquiring/improving

digital skills should base and focus on career guidance and education (from primary school), thus

enhancing young people awareness on the importance of e-skills in every field. Such guidance

can support young people to start planning a targeted and effective training. It is also crucial to

organize meetings based on the interaction among young people and big companies. In fact, it

is paramount to show young people that digital skills will be crucial for their professional career.
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Youth employment in ICT sector

Latvia
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Introduction

The Organization responsible for research in Latvia was Generation 0101 partner Latvian

Information and communication Technology association (LIKTA). Latvian Information and

Communications Technology Association is a non-governmental professional organisation,

encompassing the ICT industry and leading universities, ICT professionals, established in 1998.

With its members LIKTA represents more than 27 000 ICT professionals in Latvia. The principal

objectives of LIKTA are to promote and further the development of Information Society, provide

ICT skills evaluation, training and certification for individuals and SMEs and to support ICT

industry growth in Latvia. LIKTA is one of the leading e-Skills and e-Inclusion stakeholders in

Latvia: coordinating and implementing practical activities, developing innovative approach and

methodologies for e-Skills development and professional ICT training in Latvia. LIKTA is the

initiator and coordinator of “National partnership for e-Skills and jobs” in Latvia, established in

March 2013. LIKTA has extensive experience in working with young people, job seekers and

entrepreneurs, especially SMEs and micro enterprises.

The research in Latvia took place from February to April 2015, the information sources used for

the research were: web sources, official sources of statistics (EUROSTAT, CSB) consultations

with experts, face-to-face meetings, e-mails and online youth survey.

Digital agenda strategy

The main Policy document addressing the Digital Agenda strategy in Latvia is “Information
Society Development Guidelines 2014-2020” which have been developed under the lead of the
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development of Latvia. The document has
been designed in close consultation with other Ministries, the leading ICT industry associations
and other National level NGOs and approved by Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia at 14 of October
2013 .
The aim of the “Information Society Development Guidelines 2014-2020” is to set the targets
and necessary actions in the following areas:

- ICT education and e-skills;
- Wide accessibility to Internet;
- Modern and effective public governance and e-government;
- E-services and digital content to the society;
- Cross-border co-operation for the digital single market;
- ICT research and innovation;
- Trust and security.

These directions are in close correlation with the key pillars of DAE.
The state authority responsible for Implementation of DAE goals is Ministry of Regional
development and Environmental protection of Latvia which is considered as Ministry of Digital
Agenda in Latvia. The other Ministries closely involved in implementation of Digital Agenda goals
in the area of E-skills for jobs in Latvia are:

 Ministry of Education and Science
 Ministry of Transport and communication
 Ministry of Welfare and State Employment agency
 Ministry of Economy
 Ministry of Defence
 Ministry of Interior
 Ministry of Culture
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Two other policy documents recently approved by Latvia Government and contributing to DAE
strategy goals are:

 Education development guidelines 2014-2020
 Cyber Security strategy of Latvia 2014-2018

To implement DAE goals in Latvia close cooperation is in place between public, private and NGO
sector. On the opening event of Get Online week 2013, representatives of governmental sector,
non-governmental organizations and key industry players have signed a cooperation agreement
aimed at development of e-Skills for jobs in Latvia. Memorandum of cooperation on “E-skills
partnership” have been signed by LIKTA, Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional
Development, Ministry of Economics, Ministry of Education and Science, Ministry of Welfare,
Latvian Chamber of Commerce, Latvian Open Technology Association and Latvian Internet
Association. The partnership was enlarged in March 2014 when Library network of Latvia (with
over 860 libraries) as well as large ICT companies – like Microsoft, Lattelecom etc. joined the
Coalition.
By signing The National coalition “E-skills partnership “ memorandum, government, non-
governmental organizations and entrepreneurs have agreed to cooperate in four main areas:

 ICT training for the labour market needs;
 Youth involvement in ICT;
 Modern and interactive learning process;
 Educating the society on the necessity of digital literacy

The progress towards these goals has been reviewed on a yearly basis, including progress in

policy, projects and awareness raising areas.

Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employability

Major stakeholders in Latvia have been identified and classified in four main groups – Academic

sector, Public sector, industries and NGO’s.

Main academic stakeholders are Universities and higher educational institutions with technical

faculties like, Riga Technical University with more than 14 000 students and University of Latvia

with more than 15 000 students.

Public sector – Main public bodies in Latvia responsible for Digital Agenda implementation are

State Employment agency and Ministry of Education and science.State Employment agency is

the main institution solving youth unemployment issues, it participates and organizes activities

for youth involvement in ICT, also participating in E-Skills week and Get Online week, it also

organizes training in ICT for unemployed youth and people seeking job and provide consultations

how to apply for job online and use EU offers like EURES and youth guarantee program.

Industry often sees the gap between market needs and education provided by the formal

education system and offers initiatives for youth to overcome this gap. World players like

Microsoft, Accenture and CISCO act locally also in Latvia to bring initiatives and provide youth

training to interest students and pupils to take choice in ICT career path.

NGO’s are one of the main players in bringing European activities in local level. NGO's often uses

informal education methods to bring interest to youth in ICT. NGO’s like Junior Achievement

Latvia use of modern informal training techniques and create interactive training materials for

high school student. Informal Education initiatives try to introduce formal education system with

more up-to-date informal teaching methods.
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Regional telecentres and libraries create local actions of Digital Agenda - youth training and

initiatives to interest students and pupils to take choice in ICT career path.

Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

Comparing the statistical data from 2013 beginning to the end of 2014 numbers indicate a growth

of unemployment rate. In the 2014 the unemployment of youth was 27.6% or 27100 people

aged 15-24.

In total 96,80% of respondents age 16-24 are active internet users and only 0,38% in the age

frame, has never used internet, comparing to 21, 40% of people who has never used internet in

all ages.

40,80% of all employed persons are using computers at work, but 32,10% of persons think that

their ICT skills are perceived as insufficient for the labor market. ICT skills to be sufficient

for labor market are 52,60% of employed people and 37% of unemployed.

In total 16,40%of enterprises are employing ICT specialists, but the number is constantly

growing. 2,42% of these enterprises are reporting that it’s hard to fill vacancies for ICT

specialists.

Digital skills indicator shows that 62,50% of citizens show basic digital skills, and only 12,20%

show that their digital skills are above basic, but 25,30% - below basic.

According to the focus expert interviews with representatives from academic, governmental,

NGO and private business sectors, the big unemployment rate reflects the knowledge gap

between ICT skill demand and supply.

Youth survey data analysis

The average age of the 100 overall respondents is 23 years old, with a major representation of

those aged between 19-24, and an almost identical percentage of those between 16 and 18

(24%) and those between 25 and 30 (25%).

24%

51%

25%

Age

16-18

19-24

25-30
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Even though, a lot of different promotion channels where used women were more active to

respond, so from all the respondents 62% were female and 38% were male respondents.

Respondents were asked to evaluate their ICT skills based on market needs, and only 67% of

the respondents replied that they are confident enough that their skills are enough for market

needs. Significant amount of 33% fell that they need to improve their skills. This question could

also not show the real situation, as a lot of experts showed in interviews, that youth often

overestimate their skills compering with the skill market needs.

62%

38%

Sex

Female

Male

67%

33%

0%

ICT skills are sufficient for job market
needs

Yes

No

I don't know
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Respondents were asked to point out reasons why they have left or interrupted studies and the

3 main reasons were – lack of time, choosing work over studies and not knowing what to study.

Respondents were asked to point out their ways of learning new technologies and the main

way of gaining knowledge is – self – thought, also expert interviews showed out the tendency

for youth to learn more from tutorials, videos and self seeking because formal education does

not always give the knowledge needed and is not up-to-date.

62
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Through the survey respondents were asked to evaluate their knowledge on particular set of

skills, and it showed a tendency that respondent knowledge is specific programs are quite low.

The lowest level of competencies youth had in Mobile application development and Easy coding.

But as mentioned before youth skills could not always be measured accurately as they tend to

over evaluate their skills.

Main conclusions

 There is a relevant Digital Agenda strategy in Latvia, the recent one formulated in Information society

guidelines for Latvia 2014-2020. A special chapter is related to ICT skills and digital competences.

 There exists a strong National Coalition ( E-skills partnership ) in Latvia since March 2013, including

governmental bodies ( 4 ministries) , NGO s – representing ICT sector, libraries, business entities and

academia

 E-skills are priority in Latvia for different stakeholders

 ICT education and career is a priority for Latvia, including government allocating free budget places

for ICT studies

 Many private initiatives are active in Latvia, raising awareness about ICT careers , providing coding

initiatives and other involvement of young people into ICT and e-skills

 These initiatives however are quite fragmented and very often realized on project base

 The formal education system not always provides up- to date and innovative training of ICT at

schools ( until now mandatory from 5 th grade, from September 2015 pilot schools starts teaching

Computing from 1 st grade )

 The formal education system is slow to accept and mainstream the innovative non formal ICT

training that NGO s and ICT companies provide on project or initiative basis

2,41

2,2

2,53

2,08

1,63

3,36

1,54
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online documents, calendars etc.)

Mobile app development (app programming, GUI
programming)

ICT Skills
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 Young people are interested to join innovative ICT training, from the Generation0101 courses in

Latvia they prefer mobile applications, web development, Online collaboration and easy coding

Main recommendations

 There is a strong need to support teachers at formal education system, so that they can provide

innovative and up –to date Training of Computing and ICT skills

 Creative initiatives for non-formal ICT training have to be easier mainstreamed and introduced to

formal education system

 Efforts to motivate young people to learn Computing and choose ICT careers have to be increased

 In order to attract young people to ICT training like Generation 0101, the training has to be attractive,

based on latest technologies and applying the devices young people use most often

 Awareness raising campaigns about ICT skills and profession for young people should be extended to

parents, teachers and career consultants

 ICT training initiatives like Generation0101 modules should include not only training of young people

into these areas, but also provide roadmap how they can use acquired skills for their first job

experience. For example, developing small projects for communities, sharing the knowledge with

classmates ( as trainers ) etc.
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Youth employment in ICT sector

Croatia
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Introduction

Erasmus+ project Generation 0101 is strategic partnership between 6 countries: Croatia,

Cyprus, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania and Turkey. Main goal of the project is to (1) strengthen position

of partners on national and European level and to (2) develop skills of partners regarding

fostering policy changes in the area of Digital Agenda, development of curriculums for skills

needed in Digital Industry and using digital tools for social inclusion in local communities. In

Croatia, project is run by Centre of Technical culture Rijeka and Telecentar.

Telecentar from Zagreb, Croatia, is a non-governmental, non-profit organization formed in

2005 as a coordination centre for the regional network of civil society organizations from Croatia,

Serbia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Recent initiatives of Telecentar include the

development of the National Coalition for Digital Jobs – a cross-sectorial partnership of public,

private and civil sector organisations called Digital Agenda for Creative Croatia in collaboration

with Telecentre Europe and Media and Learning Association. At the same time, it is a project

financed by the National Foundation for Civil Society Development in which CTK Rijeka is the

Leading organization and Telecentar is a partner. Telecentar is at the moment implementing

three EU (EACEA) funded lifelong learning projects: "Uniting Europe through digital

empowerment" - networking in the field of digital inclusion (KA3-ICT), "iProfessional" -

developing competence framework for media professionals (Erasmus) and "Trans eScouts" -

intergenerational ICT learning (Leonardo da Vinci) and has extensive track record in both

management and implementation of national and international operations. Telecentar is a

member of the international organization Telecentre-Europe AISBL.

Centre of Technical Culture Rijeka (CTC Rijeka) is a non-profit and non-governmental

organization established in 1993. The mission of CTC Rijeka is to create stimulating environment

for strengthening digital literacy and digital inclusion of all citizens. The mission is accomplished

through providing free educations in different fields of digital literacy to children, youth, citizens,

elderly people and socially excluded people, strenghteing small CSOs and working on policy

implementation and changes. 4 fields of strategic work of CTC Rijeka are: digital literacy, social

inclusion, local community development and eco social entrepreneurship. Even though, these

four fields are defined separately, each of programmes and projects implemented has at least

two fields covered, e.g. developing of digital jobs for citizens with stress on socially excluded

people (unemployed youth and women 45+), development of digital skills for employees of social

enterprises, etc.

Last few years in Croatia were marked with fast increase of youth unemployment. CTC Rijeka is

developing different educational activities aimed at employment of young people aged 16 to 30,

advocating policy changes and development of strategies on national level that will foster

development of digital industry in Croatia as well as rising awareness among youth about

opportunities they have in digital industry.

(1) Self-assessment of digital skills among youth on national level. Overall, 289 youth

participated in online survey which was shared trough website of Telecentar and CTC Rijeka,

social networks of Telecentar and Centre of Technical Culture Rijeka (Facebook, Twitter), and

trough mailing lists and database of CTC Rijeka, Telecentre and other networks organisations

are active in (CEDRA HR, Digitalna agenda za kreativnu Hrvatsku, participants of other projects,

etc.).
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(2) Desk research of National data announced on Digital agenda Scoreboard trough which is

visible level of accomplishment of Digital Agenda Europe 2020 goals in Croatia. Collected data

also allows comparison of different EU countries.

(3) Desk research on level of development of supporting environment for

accomplishment of Digital agenda goals in Croatia. Supporting environment is defined trough

activities of different stakeholders (formal institutions and (in)formal groups/initiatives) as well

as their interest in digitally developed society and trough projects implemented or planned on

local and national level. The research was implemented using website Structural and Investment

Funds, Croatian Association of Technical Culture, Digital Croatia, as well as by knowledge about

important stakeholders on national and local levels and their work.

(4) Focus groups were implemented with several NGOs, Libraries, Associations of technical

culture, private and public educational institutions and local authorities and Ministries. At the

end, 7 organisations and individuals participated in Focus groups.

Additionally we used Eurostat, Croatian Bureau of Statistics and Croatian Employment Service

data to conduct a desk research and gather general statistics about employment in Croatia and

computer usage among Croatians employees.

Digital agenda strategy

The main responsible public body for the implementation of Digital Agenda is Commission for

Coordination of Informatization of the public sector by the Ministry of Administration. The Digital

Agenda policy and goals are implemented through several national documents and strategies:

Industrial strategy for Croatia 2014-2020, Partnership agreement between the Republic of

Croatia and the European Commission for the use of EU structural funds and investment for

growth and jobs in the period 2014-2020, Operational Programme 'Efficient Human Resources'

2014-2020, Operational Programme "Competitiveness and Cohesion " 2014-2020, The

implementation plan of guarantees for young people, Draft of the Innovation Strategy 2014-

2020, Strategy of Government programmes for 2015-2017, Strategy of Science, Education and

Sports, Entrepreneurship Development Strategy 2013 - 2020, Broadband strategy in the

Republic of Croatia for the period from 2012 to 2015, The Strategic Plan of the Ministry of

Administration for the period 2016-2018, Draft of the e-Croatia Strategy, e-Office Programme.

It can be easily noticed that there are many strategies and documents involving digitalisation as

priority, but there is no separate document that define digital needs of Croatia including all

sectors and target groups. Diversification clearly indicate that digital development of Croatia is

not planed strategically.

Beside strategies, Croatia has consortium for eSkills for jobs campaign, several different

institutions and individuals promoting employment in ICT industry among youth. In the

consortium, following organisations are included: Croatian Employers’ Association, MojPosao.hr,

Croatian Employment Service, Croatian independent software exporters, Udruga darovitih

informatičara Rijeke, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Algebra Ltd., Polytechnic 

of Zagreb, Microsoft Croatia, Croatian Academic and Research Network - CARNet, Science and

Technology park Rijeka - STeP RI, Agency for Science and Higher Education Croatia and Centre

of Technical Culture Rijeka.
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One of activities lead by NGOs during 2014, was establishment of informal National Coalition for

Employment in Digital Industry named "Digital Agenda for Creative Croatia". The aim of Coalition

is to foster better strategical definition of Croatian goals in digital literacy and development of

digital skills for employment.

Major stakeholders for ICT skills and youth employability

28 main stakeholders from public, private and civil sector responsible for development of

digital skills among youth were defined during desk research. These stakeholders are not only

stakeholders, but are defined as most influential in Croatia. Their influence is either in

employment, education or awareness rising among youth for employment in ICT industry.

Defined stakeholders, grouped by sectors, are:

1. Public sector: Ministry of Science, Education and Sport, Ministry of Administration,

Croatian Employment Service, Agency for Vocational Education and Training and Adult

Education, Education and Teacher Training Agency, Agency for Science and Higher

Education, Cities and Municipalities

2. Private sector: Algebra Lts., Microsoft Croatia, MojPosao.hr, Perpetuum, Sagena,

Inchoo, Aquilonis Ltd. and other micro, small and medium ICT companies as well as

Regional Development Agencies’

3. Educational sector: College for Applied Computer Engineering "Algebra", Faculty of

Electrical Engineering and Computing; Polytechnic of Zagreb, Science and Technology

park Rijeka - STeP RI, University of Rijeka, Osijek, Split, Zagreb and Dubrovnik

4. Non formal education / civil sector: Croatian independent software exporters, Centre

of technical Culture Rijeka, Telecentar, Croatian Employers’ Association,

5. eSkills for jobs campaign

6. National coalition Digital Agenda for Creative Croatia is established in 2015 and is part

of the European Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs Initiative. Digital Agenda for Creative

Croatia is a multi-stakeholder partnership of organizations and individuals from the civil,

public and private sector. Their objective is to facilitate formal and non-formal

development of competencies required on the labor market within converging fields of

information and communication and new media technologies. The organizations have

launched the National coalition Digital Agenda for Creative Croatia that will advocate and

monitor public policies in the area of the Digital Agenda for Europe at a national and

European level. The Coalition will develop strategic documents in order to create

conditions for the sustainability of the coalition and sign agreements on cross-sectorial

cooperation with organizations from the public, private and civil sectors. The

organizations will advocate the adoption of public policies with policymakers in Croatia

(Ministries, Management Boards and Commissions).
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Country figures in ICT skills and youth employability

Croatia’s general unemployment rate is quite high; in the last ten years it has ranged from

260,000 to about 350,000 people, (general population in 2011 is 4.284.889, work active

population in 2015 is 1.295.668). In March 2015 the number has reached 319,211 people of

which about 17% (55,109) are young people, aged 15 to 24.

When it comes to ICT skills, 35% of people in Croatia have no digital skills, about 22% have a

low level and 24% have basic digital skills (people able to send e-mails, use editing tools, install

new devices, etc.). Only 19% of the population has above average digital skills. The digital skills

rate of disadvantaged people (aged 55-74, low educated, or unemployed, retired or inactive) in

Croatia is amongst the lowest in the EU, 55% of people have no digital skills, about 20% have a

low level, 15% have basic and only about 10% of people have above basic digital skills.

The number of persons who have never used the internet is also pretty high – 28%, although

more than 60% use it on a weekly basis. The youth’s numbers are much higher, almost 93% of

young people aged 16 to 24 uses the internet regularly and only 1% of them have never used

it.

Among those who are employed in the ICT sector the statistics are not promising at the moment,

the percentage of employed ICT specialists is rather low at a 1.69%, while interestingly enough

18% of enterprises are reporting hard to fill vacancies for jobs requiring ICT specialist skills.

Generally, only 41% of employed people use a computer at work. Around 21% of the workforce

considers that their skills are insufficient for the labour market while a much higher 49% of the

population thinks that they have sufficient ICT skills for the labour market.

Youth survey data analysis

289 young people participated in survey of ICT skills among youth, with average age 24. 46%

respondents are aged between 19-24, and 44% between 25 and 30. Age group from 16 to 18

was far less represented in this survey (10%). 64% of respondents are females.

Most of the respondents (49%) declared an advanced level of English, but those with

intermediate level are just behind them (44%). It can be concluded that early introduction of

English in schools and involvement by the end of secondary education or higher education have

positive impact as prerequisite of development of ICT skill.

72% respondent are currently studying. Others aren’t studding because of high cost of enrolling

and attending education (27.8%) and lack of time (19,4%). It is surprising that only 14

respondents interrupted studying because of financial issues (preference to work instead of

studies and the need to work), while 60% of respondents are unemployed. Most of the

respondents are unemployed because they can’t find job.
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ICT skills of youth

88% of respondents use Computer/Internet on daily basis, while 92% of respondents use mobile

devices daily. Therefore, young people in Croatia are regular users of different ICT devices.

When in come to skills needed for working environment (not as ICT specialist) results are also

high. Almost all respondents (97,92%) have done some kind of file management on a computer

(create folders/files, move, copy, paste ect.). 96.89% respondents used standard office software

like word processing, spreadsheets, presentations etc. More than 80% have: created some kind

of creative content (83,74%), connected/installed new devices (83,39%) and used security

programs (84,43%). Computer skills that need to be more developed and used among subjects

of the survey are those needed in digital industry: network administration, writing a

program/database using specialist programming languages/coding.

With Internet-related skills percentages are higher and it seems like the target is able to take

advantage almost all the online services and tools, with the exception of those that are probably

more needed in terms of employability: create a web page (only 37,02%) and infogrammes

(only 18,34%).
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From the experience in working with young people on development of their ICT skills as well as

from responses of business sector it can be concluded that young people overestimate their ICT

skills. Only 1,69% of employed people in Croatia are ICT specialists, while 13,80% enterprises

are employing ICT specialists and 1,47% of them are reporting hard to fill vacancies for ICT

specialists. It can be stated that using some device/programme doesn’t mean that person knows

how to use it effectively in business environment.

When it comes to educational environment, ICT skills can be developed in various circumstances,

from which self-education is most popular (87,89% of respondents), followed by universities

(62,28%), family/friends (54,67%) and schools (45,67%). Non-profit organisations and private

facilities, which offers only “up to date” ICT education in Croatia are not perceived as relevant.

Even though most of respondents have developed their ICT skills by themselves or from

friends/family, 71% of respondents evaluate their ICT skills as sufficient for labour market needs.

When it comes to self-evaluation on modules that will be developed in project Generation 0101,

respondents find their skills average.
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From the partners experience, as well as from results of whole analysis implemented trough

project, young’ peoples self-evaluation of ICT skill is main reason why it is hard to attract them

into different ICT educations. Today, it is very easy to find information you need online, but is it

enough for employment in ICT industry? As far as employers are concerned, it is not. They find

hard to fill open places, they need to invest in education of young worker lot of time and money

and aren’t satisfied with skills young people have – from both – ICT specialists as well as workers

who need to use basic social networks and programs on computer.
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Main conclusions and recommendations

From the results of stakeholders analysis, projects analysis, surveys etc., it can be concluded

that Digital Agenda goals are recognized in national documents and strategies in Croatia, but:

(1) they are diversified among 31 strategies and documents and (2) they are not stated as

priority in national, regional and local policies. Therefore, further effort is needed among all

recognised stakeholders, if Croatia want to be recognised as digital society.

There are two initiatives in Croatia, that foster cooperation, but none of it had had major impact

on rising ICT skills for employability among youth – eSkills for jobs and National coalition Digital

Agenda for Creative Croatia. Companies and individuals from eSkills for Jobs and National

coalition should work together in order to secure major step forward on policy level but also

among youth. Besides, there is also Get Online Week campaign, which up to now had major

impact on number of Internet users. Only in 2015. it fostered youth employment in ICT industry.

From the 39 researched projects, it is evident that many organizations are cooperating to raise

ICT skills for youth employability. 59% of realized projects are about gaining new ICT skills to

make youth more competitive on the labour market and to reduce youth unemployment. In

addition, 13% of researched projects are seeking to make changes in existing curricula

throughout the whole school system –not only to extend them but also to modernize and improve

them. The programs in schools are providing pupils and students only elementary knowledge’s

and skills in ICT field, so the stakeholders are trying to compensate that by enriching non-formal

education with the latest corresponding programs. Nevertheless, they are not ecognised by

youth as they should be.

Major gap on policy level as well as on project level is in including business sector in planning

ICT education among youth. Since formal education is still trying to develop new curricula for

ICT education, which will be for all children and youth, gap between developed skills and skills

needed by emplyers should be resolved at least through non formal education and projects.

The importance of development of informal programmes for raising ICT skills among young

people is obvious from research results. Croatia’s general unemployment rate is quite high and

youth unemployment has been a constant problem for the past 10 years. In March 2015, the

number has reached 319,211 people of which about 17% (55,109) are young people, aged 15

to 24.

According to youth survey that was carried out in Croatia, young Croatians are aware of

importance of digital skills for their employment - 71% of all subjects of the survey evaluate ICT

skills as sufficient for labour market needs. It is significant that the percentage of employed ICT

specialists is rather low at a 1.69%, while interestingly enough 18% of enterprises are reporting

hard to fill vacancies for jobs requiring ICT specialist skills. Although young people use

internet/computer/mobile phones on the daily basis it seems like they don’t have skills and

knowledge that are on demand in labour market.

Since there is great gap between opinions of youth and employers as well as between skills

acquired in formal education and needs of emplyers education develop trough this project should

have at least small effect on youth employability in digital industry.
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According to youth survey, all respondents have used computer/internet and they have basic

ICT skills and knowledge. However, when it comes to more specific skills, like web design or

coding, the percentage is not so high. Computer skills that need to be more developed and used

among subjects of the survey are: network administration, writing a program/database using

specialist programming languages/coding, use of accessibility tools, web page development an

infogrammes development.

Partners on the project Generation 0101 have recognized some specific areas that can be useful

for participation in labour market. According to youth survey, Croatian younsters have mediocre

knowledge in those areas. When put together with the fact that almost 90% or more of the

Croatian respondents use internet and computer on daily basis and that 96,19% are participating

on social networks, facts may lead us to conclusion that they use their digital skills and

knowledge for fun and leisure activities. In future, there is a need to demystify the specific ICT

skills and knowledge as important for their future. There is a need to stress out more specific

ICT programmes that are in a correlation to needs of employers.

Recommendations:

Development of Digital Agenda for Croatia will ensure money to invest in development of digital

skills of youth. Since there weren’t strategy, nor initiative to develop one, during the programing

of European social found, ICT skills weren’t recognised as important and there are no founds

directly related to development of curricula for digital industry nor for education of ICT

specialists. If there was Digital Agenda for Croatia defined, digital skills and digital industry would

be one of the special programmes.

There is a need to demystify the non-formal education in Croatia (that is clear from the youth

survey where only 17,99% of respondents have gain some ICT knowledge from a non-

profit/public facility (association, online centre, job centre, library, etc.), and only 9,34% from a

private facility (commercial Internet point, Internet café etc.). We can explain this situation with

high price of educations in private facilities, non-certified educational modules in non-profit

organizations (youngsters like to get some kind of proof that they have participated in some kind

of education), not understanding the importance of ICT skills and knowledge in labour market,

etc.

The programmes that young people would be interested in (1) need to be more related to future

jobs – less theoretical and more practical, (2) have to give them new knowledge’s that they

don’t think they already have (as ECDL centre we can say that youngsters are not so interested

in such kind of education anymore because they think they already know everything, although

their knowledge is basic) and (3) learning methods have to be more adjusted to their time and

needs. For sure, we have to continue with public campaigns of raising awareness about the

importance of digital skills. In addition, there is a need to raise self-awareness about digital skills

and knowledge they own. Creators of ICT education, whether they are from formal or non-formal

institutions, have to be more connected with employers so they can understand what type of

ICT knowledge and skills they need in real sector.

Based on youth survey, more exactly on overall self-evaluation of respondents, their skills and

knowledge’s in the areas that will be developed through the project Generation 0101 are

mediocre. Therefore, we can determine that all proposed areas within the project are relevant,

but the most needed are easy coding and mobile application development.
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Conclusions:

I. Converging technologies:

Convergence of information and communication technologies and audio-visual technologies is

enabling development of new multimedia products and services. Development of coding and

multimedia production competencies is recommended in order to seize new market

opportunities, like the ones in gaming and mobile applications industry.

II. Training of teachers from formal education system:

Successful implementation of the new ICT curricula in formal education will primarily depend on

the quality of teachers. It is recommended that comprehensive training of teachers is developed

and delivered prior to introduction of compulsory ICT courses in primary and secondary

education. Training of teachers should blend traditional classroom training with computer

enhanced learning.

III. Open educational resources:

eLearning resources will be required in a support of curricular reforms of the pre-tertiary formal

education in Croatia. It is recommended that open educational resources are developed and

maintained concurrently with development of new curricula. New learning methodologies

through the massive open online courses (MOOCs) should be explored.

IV. Media and information literacy (MIL):

MIL training facilitates development of key competencies, including communication and problem

solving skills, critical thinking, cultural expression, as well as civic, entrepreneurial and digital

competencies. It is recommended to develop MIL through cross-curricular and extra-curricular

learning projects for all age groups.

V. e-Inclusion:

Lack of e-inclusion policy in Croatia is obstructing development and implementation of

sustainable e-inclusion projects and programmes. It is recommended to promote e-Inclusion and

digital empowerment as development tools for social innovation within poverty reduction and

rural development strategies on a national and local level.

VI. STEAM vs. STEM:

Knowledge society demands innovative business approaches and creativity becomes the main

competitive advantage on a global market. It is recommended to recognise these demands and

promote art education and cultural projects as creativity boosting tools within the science,

technology, engineering and math education paradigm (STEAM).

VII. Employment in digital industry:

Majority of employees in a digital industry work in micro, small and medium size enterprises or

belong to the big community of freelancers. In order to facilitate their growth on the EU digital

single market, education and training programmes should combine development of creative

digital skills with legal (intellectual property rights), financial (fundraising) and e-leadership

competencies.
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VIII. Digital single market:

New EU digital single market policy is bringing new business opportunities, but also threatening

cultural identity of small European nations if not addressed properly. Awareness raising in

partnership with public and private media is recommended in order to facilitate informed public

debates about the new economic and legal environment.
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Youth employment in ICT sector

EU report
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SUMMARY OF COUNTRY ANALYSIS

The country analysis of the five EU member states and Turkey participating in the study –

Turkey, Italy, Latvia, Croatia, Cyprus and Lithuania – included both youth opinion and main

stakeholder and initiative analysis as well as desk research of country statistics and Digital

Agenda. Study was carried out by project partners:

• Croatia - Centar tehničke kulture Rijeka and Telecentar  

• Italy - Centro Studi Città di Foligno

• Lithuania - Langas į ateitį  

• Cyprus - Cyprus Community Media Center

• Latvia - The Latvian Information and Communications Technology Association

(LIKTA)

• Turkey – Izmir Universityizu

Main goal of the study was to define progress in accomplishment of goals of Digital Agenda

aimed at employment of young people in digital industry. Main sources of information were

partner collected information about stakeholders and existing initiatives in their countries,

Digital Agenda Scoreboard and EUROSTAT data, Youth surveys and focus group stakeholder

interviews.

In total all countries identified 63 initiatives in their countries related to Digital Agenda

implementation carried out by 400 stakeholders. Through youth questioners, opinions were

gathered from 860 respondents.

Countries involved in the study face similar youth unemployment issues – as countries

involved except Lithuania have higher unemployment rate than average in Europe. And based

on Digital Agenda scoreboard all country ICT skill sufficiency is below EU28 average.

Eurostat, 2015
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Identified stakeholders participated in focus group interviews covering topics, like Digital Single

Market strategy/Digital Agenda for Europe program role in countries, DA Goal implementation in

local strategies, Awareness about e-skills for jobs priorities in EU, local initiatives and

stakeholders, National coalition for E-skills /Digital Agenda/Grand Coalition of digital Jobs and

its priorities, Local government/EU funded initiatives for youth, Formal/informal educational

initiatives for youth, Youth ICT skill sufficiency for job market and were asked for suggestions

and good case practices.

SURVEY RESEARCH

Overview

An online survey was the main tool used to carry out field research into the needs requirement

of youth in the areas covered by the project – mobile application development, online

collaboration, easy coding, community web radio, video development, web design, e-journalism.

The target group for the survey was youth in the age 16-30. The survey aimed to gather

demographic and personal data about the respondent, their current ICT skills, information about

their employment and skill sufficiency to the job market.

Methodology

An online survey tool was used. A set of questions (see O1A1, Appendix 3: Online Survey

Questions) was agreed by the project team, and an English version of the survey was created.

This was then localised by the relevant project partner to Italian, Greek, Croatian, Turkish,

Latvian, and Lithuanian.

The survey questions gathered data relating to:

• Personal information, including gender, age, subject area

• Educational and Economic issues – including English level skills, education level

• Digital competences - Current use of skills areas and ways of obtaining knowledge

• Vocational interests/aspirations – employment status, skill sufficiency for job

market needs current skills on previously stated areas

The survey findings were then exported and country level-analysis was conducted in

spreadsheets. The findings were then aggregated to compare countries, and to average

between countries. Because of the differing size of samples from the four countries, the

average between countries was generally calculated by using the mean percentage value for

the four countries. A common multicounty analysis document was created in spreadsheets.

Main findings were gathered and an infogram for dissemination purposes were created.

Sampling

The research guidelines called for a minimum sample of 100 youth respondents per country.

This number was estimated as being sufficient to allow meaningful comparison between the four

countries. In the end the total number of respondents, varied considerably between countries.

As the survey was online, there was a relatively low cost associated with communicating and

disseminating the survey, and Croatia in particular was highly effective.
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Table 1: Number of respondents by country and by age segments

Age Italy Turkey Lithuania Croatia Latvia Cyprus Total

16-18 34 27 21 29 24 5 140

19-24 50 56 96 128 51 41 422

25-30 33 29 9 132 25 70 298

TOTAL: 117 112 126 289 100 116 860

AVERAGE 23 23 20 24 24 27 23

The survey went live in the six target countries on February 2015 and stayed open until end of

April 2015. Responses were considered to be valid if all required data was provided and

questioner has been finalised.

All partner countries conducted a youth survey with the aim to determine the opinion of youth

16-30 years old. Research was carried out in all six countries with the total of 860 respondents

of which 59% female and 41% male respondents. Average age of the respondents were 23 years

old. Slightly younger respondents were from Lithuania were the average age of the respondents

were 20, but the average age of respondents in Cyprus was 27 years.

In total 56% of the respondents were unemployed and 44% employed. Highest rate of

unemployed respondents were noted in Italy 82,76% while 70,69% of respondents in Cyprus

were employed.

As for reasons of not working 32,97% of the unemployed respondents pointed out that it’s

difficult to combine work with studies and 16,56% noted that they don’t need to work as their

parents help them with expenses or they have obtained a grant. Although 48,57% respondents

in Italy stated that they can’t find a job.

Study also focused on youth ICT skill sufficiency for job market and out of all participants 34%

stated that their ICT skills are not sufficient for job market. Highest assertiveness was noted in

Croatia - 71,28% of the respondents stated that there skills are sufficient, and the lowest

assertiveness in Italy 43,10% and in Latvia 37% states their skills as insufficient.

Respondents were asked to evaluate their skills with a grade 1-5 (where 1-no skills and 5 –

proficient user) on basic digital competences and specific topics that will be covered by project

trainings. Similar in all countries the lowest competencies were noted in easy coding and

application programming with the average grade of 1,65. Highest competences respondents had

on online collaboration with average – 3,65.
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Summary of Survey Results

As set out in survey overview, the primary goal of the survey was to provide input into the

curriculum to be developed for the Generation 0101 project and to conduct a study of Digital

Agenda 2020 in all Partner Countries with the main goal to define progress in accomplishment

of goals of Digital Agenda aimed at employment of young people in digital industry.

Statistical research

1. Overview

Structured templates were created and discussed with all partners for each of the specific

measurements:

• Stakeholder identification template (Appendix 1)

• Project/programme identification template (Appendix 2)

• Statistical Analysis template (Appendix 5)

Research was done during the period December 2014 – March 2015. In total 63 initiatives were

identified and 400 stakeholders.

Project/
Programme

Stakeholders

Croatia 16 349

Italy 7 6

Lithuania 8 20

Cyprus 10 6

Latvia 7 11

Turkey 15 8

Total 63 400

Similar in all countries stakeholders have been grouped in four main groups:

• Public sector

• National Coalition for Digital Agenda/E-skills/Grand coalition for digital jobs

• Ministry responsible for Digital agenda/Digital single market strategy

• State Employments agency

• Ministry of Education

• Industry

• ICT company representatives

• Academic

• Formal educators (Universities, Schools)

• NGO

• Non-formal training providers (NGO’s, Telecentres)

• Digital Champions
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• E-skills for Jobs campaign 2015-2016

• Leading youth organizations

Partners identified main stakeholders and initiatives and identified their possible involvement in

project. Identified stakeholders could be involved to support project activities mainly in following

directions - dissemination of the study; committing to curricula; attracting students for training;

supporting formal and social recognition of the developed training curricula.

During Statistical analysis countries gathered data generally about the country and

unemployment trends, youth employability and reasons of unemployment, ICT skills and

confidence to fit job market. Countries individual data were compared to EU28. Data were

gathered from Digital Agenda Scoreboard, Eurostat and national statistics.

Qualitative Analysis

1. Overview

A structured interview (face-to-face or phone) was conducted to elucidate qualitative, in-depth

responses from national stakeholders on this topic.

The target group for this interview were stakeholder implementing Digital Agenda related

activities in partner countries stated earlier, selected following the stakeholder identification.

Interviews were conducted by country partners between March and May 2015. In total 35

interviews were made by project partners.

Focus group interviews

Croatia 7

Italy 9

Lithuania 9

Cyprus 5

Latvia 9

Turkey 5

Total 35
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Interviews by country

Interviews were conducted to various groups of stakeholders to obtain a variety of views.

Identified stakeholders participated in focus group interviews covering topics, like Digital Single

Market strategy/Digital Agenda for Europe program role in countries, DA Goal implementation in

local strategies, Awareness about e-skills for jobs priorities in EU, local initiatives and

stakeholders, National coalition for E-skills /Digital Agenda/Grand Coalition of digital Jobs and

its priorities, Local government/EU funded initiatives for youth, Formal/informal educational

initiatives for youth, Youth ICT skill sufficiency for job market and were asked for suggestions

and good case practices.

Importance of Digital Agenda for Europe program

In the interviews, respondents were asked:

How important do you think for your country is the Digital Single Market strategy/Digital Agenda

for Europe program?

All stakeholders acknowledged the importance of Digital Agenda implementation in local and

national level. But there has been noted a low level of information about Digital Agenda goals

and strategies in educational and NGO sector. Italian stakeholders noted that „Today each sector

of the economy and each area of life is influenced by digital technologies and staying back means

losing competitiveness and opportunities. “

Do you have integrated Digital Agenda Goals in you strategies (regional, national or local) and

if yes which ? If not, why?*

Stakeholders from various backgrounds had different views on the topic – stakeholders from

educational sector were quite pessimistic about formal educational possibilities to integrate

Digital Agenda goals because of the lack of facilities and equipment. NGO’s on the other hand

working with EU funded projects directly compile theirs strategies to DAG

Are you aware of the specific goals related to e-skills for jobs priorities of the EU strategies

mentioned above? Which organizations in your country are playing most active role to support

eskills for jobs initiatives?

As the main institutions stakeholders stated – schools, universities and youth institutions.

Is there a National coalition for E-skills /Digital Agenda/Grand Coalition of digital Jobs in your

country? If yes, do they have ICT skills development for youth on the priority list?

Educational institutions and NGO‘s are often not aware of such coalitions only stakeholders

directly involved in coordinating the program are fully aware of it’s work. But in separate cases,

for example Cyprus there are no EU funded initiatives supporting ICT skills for young people

currently.
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Youth ICT skills

Using online survey youth were asked several questions that were used to evaluate:

How do you evaluate the ICT skills of young people in your country in general?

Many cases respondents answered that it is not enough with the formal education and teaching

methods should be improved some were stricter pointing out that ICT skill of young people

absolutely are not sufficient for labour market needs. The usage of technology (mobile phones

and internet) is high and “generation of the 90’s is more intuitive than ICT generation”, but the

youth often don’t know the potential of these tools for studying or working. Also as it was

mentioned by youth in surveys self-learning is one of the most often ways to obtain knowledge.

Italian EU project manager stated “Schools should be empowered to be able to ensure an

adequate training through appropriate infrastructure and technologies.”

Do you believe the Formal education system in your country provides the ICT skills that young

people need for their learning/employment/personal development pathways in the future? What

should be improved/changed here?

Respondents showed low trust in formal education as the training provided in schools is “too

theoretical” and “too much theory and not much practice” and not up-to-date. Stakeholders also

emphasise low teacher ICT knowledge and lack of infrastructure. Dr.Stelios Himonas from

Cyprus, Permanent Secretary of Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism stated

that ICT should not be only thought as a separate subject, but should be integrated in all

educational processes. Anonymous Turkish stakeholder agrees with the previously stated - “I

think that the education system should be re-evaluated from the perspective of IT.” The

respondents made a number of observations concerning engagement with technology. Especially

in Italy stakeholders noted the lack of training in e-security and online safety.

Do you believe that ICT skills of young people are sufficient for labour market needs? If not,

what are the particular ICT skills areas, which should be developed for young people

employability?

Most of the respondents stated that youth ICT skills are way below market needs and that digital

companies should intervene more with youth. Stakeholders from Lithuania stated that - Young

people overestimate their ICT skills – they know how to use social media but they don‘t have

enough skills to fulfill the tasks at work. Skills should be deepen in the emerging technologies

(online 3D production, robotics, augmented reality, e-health, etc) not only for youth as a

potential employee but also for youth – potential start-up creator.
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Appropriate Initiatives

In the interviews, respondents were asked:

What sort of multi-stakeholders initiatives can help young people to be more engaging with

technology and ICT skills?

A wide variety of opinions was expressed by respondents on the topic of type of initiatives that

would be appropriate to encourage youth to participate in informal ICT trainings. Also digital

company initiatives were encouraged by the stakeholders. Stakeholder from Italy stated: “We

have to show young people that digital skills will be crucial for their career to introduce them to

technology” another stakeholder from Italy stated: “It is necessary to change the legislation on

crowdfunding in order to simplify the creation of new businesses through the dissemination of

ideas with less impact on the role of banking. Part of the public spending on the ICT field should

be dedicated to the application of the research in the public fields.”
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CONSOLIDATED CONCLUSIONS

1. National stakeholders, e-skills coalitions and Digital Agenda Priorities

 In all project participant countries the Digital Agenda goals and strategy are recognized

and reflected in national strategies. However the priority of Digital agenda goals in

different countries is not equally high. While in Latvia, Lithuania and Italy the goals of

Digital agenda are defined of high priority and backed with funding initiatives, in countries

like Cyprus or Croatia the digital agenda is not a high priority for national and regional

governments.

 In most of the countries there are national strategies covering the Digital agenda and ICT

skills area, most of the strategies are linked to period 2014-2020, while in some countries

they are 2014-2018 ( Turkey ) .

 In all countries there are stakeholders supporting e-skills development in their countries.

Their cooperation level differs from country to country. The countries that have

established National Coalitions for e-skills claim stronger links and cooperation between

different stakeholders (Lithuania, Latvia, partly Italy).

2. Status of e-skills development of young people and ICT training initiatives

 All participant countries state that overall the ICT skills of young people are not sufficient

for the job market, especially for ICT carers

 Most of the stakeholders and experts recognize that youth have the tendency to

overestimate their ICT skills. They know how to use social media but they don‘t have

enough skills to fulfil the tasks at work.

 Most of Young people have basic ICT knowledge. From the youth survey it is seen that

search on the internet, social media, communication and files sharing are the skills youth

perceive as having.

 Particular skills related to digital content creation and needed for job such as web

programming, digital video and audio design, creating inforgrahpics and data base

knowledge are percepted lower than the other skills .

 The current formal education system and ICT training at schools in most cases are

outdated and don’t provide the latest technology skills. The formal education system is

slow to change according to market needs of today and to introduce new ICT education

standards fast.

 All countries have a list of non formal initiatives supporting ICT skills development and

coding for young people, that are offered by different stakeholders – ICT industry, NGOs,

telecentres.

 Young people are interested to participate these non formal ICT trainings because they

have attractive, modular format and are based on latest technologies that young people

prefer – e.g. mobile applications, cloud solutions, online collaboration tools.
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3. ICT skills relation to young people employability and future carers

• All participant countries are already facing ICT specialist shortage, both in ICT

industry as well as in other sectors

• Over 30 % of young people evaluate their ICT skills as not sufficient for the job

market needs, this observation is backed by the data of Eurostat

• There are no country policies of mapping ICT skills of young people to EU E-

Competence or Digital competence frameworks

• In majority of cases the ICT skills needed for job are obtained by young people in

the form of self- learning or in non- formal learning environments

• The attractiveness of ICT careers are quite low among young people and they very

often don’t have clear idea what ICT profession means

• Employers generally think that education and training students receive do not contain

adequate practice of skills. Summer practices and apprenticeships are not long

enough. There should be arrangements for students to spend longer time with firms.
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CONSOLIDATED RECOMMENDATIONS

 Motivation tools and innovative approaches for encouraging young people in

acquiring/improving digital skills should base and focus on career guidance and education

(from primary school), thus enhancing young people awareness on the importance of e-

skills in every field.

 ICT skills - programming, robotics, etc. - should be given more attention to at school,

upgrading, optimizing computer programs up to date. Students will be able to present an

attractive area of ICT knowledge, involving awareness raising.

 More society awareness raising campaigns about the importance of ICT skills for job and

the importance and perspectives in ICT career needed in all countries.

 Awareness raising campaigns about ICT skills and profession for young people should be

extended to parents, teachers and career consultants

 The content for youth should be designed in the attractive, user-friendly manner. The

content should contain different medias (audio, video, etc.) also it should be reached by

young people using their daily virtual environment.

 There is a strong need to support teachers at formal education system, so that they can

provide innovative and up –to date Training of Computing and ICT skills

 Creative initiatives for non-formal ICT training have to be easier mainstreamed and

introduced to formal education system

 Efforts to motivate young people to learn Computing and choose ICT careers have to be

increased, involving all stakeholders and national coalitions

 In order to attract young people to ICT trainings like Generation 0101, the training has

to be attractive, based on latest technologies and applying the devices young people use

most often

 ICT training initiatives like Generation0101 modules should include not only training of

young people into these areas, but also provide roadmap how they can use acquired skills

for their first job experience. For example, developing small projects for communities,

sharing the knowledge with classmates ( as trainers ) etc.

 Although all of the training areas are relevant and needed, the following areas are most

needed:

o Easy coding (game development)

o Community web radio (audio editing, uploads, web site management)

o Mobile app development (app programming, GUI programming)

o Web design (graphical and technical design and development of web pages)

 National strategies for e-skills development and ICT training have to be funded with EU

and national budgets

 More multi-stakeholder initiatives need to be developed such as establishing training and

internship programs to strengthen entrepreneurship and ICT skills required by the job
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market and introducing ICT skills into the school curricula at all levels, including the

advancement of teachers’ skills.

 Student project competitions and hackathons organized by the industry, NGO and

academia will motivate students to gain awareness of digital skills and apply them in

innovative ways.

 In disadvantaged neighbourhoods access to ICT is limited. Learning spaces in their

neighbourhood equipped with ICT will motivate young people to find out about ICT tools

an careers
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APPENDIX 1: STAKEHOLDER TEMPLATE

No.

Stakeholder

Sector

Organizations web page

Description of organisation

Justification of relevance for youth employability/ ICT
skills development

Stakeholder interest in the project

Other ways of involvement/ interest into project Possible student contacts for
trainings

Possible source of in-kind
support/additional financing

Possible multiplier for the realization
of Hackathon

Experts on policy recommendations

Experts on leaning content

Possible training material testers

Other

Person in contact

Contact information
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APPENDIX 2: PROJECT/PROGRAMME TEMPLATE

No.

Implementing organization

Public/private initiative

Web source

English sources

Scale (regional, national, European)

Target group

Number of people impacted

Description of initiative

Objectives of the initiative

Sources of funding

Ways of involvement (select on of
the possible options)

Possible student contacts for trainings

Experts on policy recommendations

Experts on leaning content

Possible training material testers

Use project outputs for further study

possible source of in-kind support/additional financing

possible multiplier for the realization of Hackathon

Contact information
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APPENDIX 3: YOUTH SURVEY

ICT is one of the leading industries in Europe. There are currently 274.000 vacancies

for ICT jobs in Europe. This number is going to grow up to 509.000 potential job

vacancies in Europe in 2015. Whit this huge potential in job market there are still

average of 22 % of youth unemployment in EU. Project Generation 0101 will provide

an opportunity for youth to widen their skills in topics like, e-journalism, web design,

video development, community web radio, easy coding, online collaboration and mobile

app development. The survey is anonymous and is intended to be completed by different

young people aged between 16 and 30 years old who are willing to take advantage of

their knowledge of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to improve their

career opportunities.

A. INTERVIEW DETAILS

A.1 Date of completion: __ __ /____ /__ __ __ __ (day/month/year)

A.2 Country: ___________________________

A.3 How did you hear about this study: (libray, university, name of the organization who

invited to fill the survey) _____________________________ *not mandatory

A.4 Age:

A.5 Sex (F/M) :
A.6 City/region where you live: ………………………………… * not mandatory

B. EDUCATION & ECONOMICS ISSUES

B.1 What is your English level ?

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced
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B.2 What type of studies have you completed? (Please, select your options)

1. Non formal ICT training
(e.g. web page design)

2. Middle school certificate,
A/S levels

3. High school diploma, A
levels

4. Vocational training diploma

5. Graduate (three-year)
university degree

6. Post graduate (higher)
university degree

7. Master and/or PhD

B.3 Are you studying (formal, non-formal studies) right now? Yes No

B.4 Not mandatory, if yes to C3, then skip this question. If you have left and/or interrupted the

studies, is because? (Please specify the two main reasons)

1. Prefer to work instead of studying
2. Need to work prevents studying
3. Not interested in studying
4. Don’t know what to study

5. Don’t meet the needed requirements

6. Training centers are hard to reach
from home
7. High cost of enrolling and attending
8. Unable to attend because of timetable
9.Lack of time

C. DIGITAL COMPETENCES

C.1 How often do you use…? (please choose one answer for each of the three listed

items)

Never Occasionally

1 – 2

times per

week

3 -5 times

per week

Daily, 2

hours or

less

Daily,

more than

2 hours

1. Computer and

internet

3. Mobile devices
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C.2 Which of the following operations have you already done on a computer? (select all that

apply)

1. File management (create folders/files, move, copy, paste ect. )

2. Using standard office software ( word processing , spreadsheets,

presentations etc )

3. Creating creative content (image editing, video/audio editing)

4. Network administration

5. Connecting/installing new devices (e.g. printers, modems, etc.)

6. Writing a program/database using specialist programming languages/coding

7. Use of accessibility tools (On screen keyboards, speech recognition ect.)

8.Use of security programs (antivirus programs, firewall, spyware)

9. None of the above

C.3 Which of the following do you know how to do on the Internet? (select all that

apply)

1. Use a search engine (Google, Yahoo, etc.)

2. Send e-mails with files/documents attached

3. Send messages using Instant Messaging chats, newsgroups, or online

forums

4. Make voice calls (using Skype, Webex, Linx, Hangout , etc.)

5. Use shared files/documents/cloud services (dropbox, google drive) and/or

exchange music (YouTube, Spotify)

6. Create a web page (using WordPress, Dreamweaver, etc)

7. Create Infogrammes (Infogr.am, Piktochart)

8. Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc)

9. None of the above

C.4 Are you part of an online social network? (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

Yes No I don't know
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C.5 Where did you obtain your knowledge of new technologies? (select all that apply)

1. From relatives, friends and/or acquaintances

2. At school

3. At a college/upper secondary institution

4. At university

5. on the job

5. At a non-profit/public facility (association, online centre, job centre, library,

etc.)

7. At a private facility (commercial Internet point, Internet café etc.)

8. Self-taught (alone)

D. VOCATIONAL INTERESTS/ASPIRATIONS

D.1 Are you employed?

Yes No Other (specify):

D.2 (Will appear if you are working) If you don’t work is because: [Select more than
one answer if you need to]

1. You don’t need it (your parents help you with your expenses/you obtained a grant)
2. It is difficult to combine with your studies
3. You can’t find a job
4. You don’t feel that you are prepared enough to work
5. You are receiving an unemployment benefit (or other public support)
6. Other: ...................................................

D.3. Do you think your ICT skills are sufficient for job market needs?

Yes No I don't know

................................
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D.4 Please evaluate your ICT skills on following areas. (Assign a score from 0 =
minimum to 5 = maximum to each item in the list)

1. E-journalism (creating online journalism content, blogging) 0 1 2 3 4 5

2. Web design (graphical and technical design and development

of web pages)

0 1 2 3 4 5

3. Video development (Recording, formats, editing,

storytelling)

0 1 2 3 4 5

4. Community web radio (audio editing, uploads, web site

management)

0 1 2 3 4 5

5. Easy coding (game development) 0 1 2 3 4 5

6. Online collaboration (cloud solution/sharing online

documents, calendars etc.)

0 1 2 3 4 5

7. Mobile app development (app programming, GUI

programming)

0 1 2 3 4 5

Thank you for your participation, if you are interested in participated in one or more

of the following training courses:

 e-journalism,

 web design,

 video development,

 community web radio,

 easy coding,

 online collaboration,

 mobile app development

Please leave your e-mail ______________________
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APPENDIX 4: STATISTICAL COUNTRY ANALYSIS TEMPLATE

Partner

1. Country/Region

2. County profile

3. General Unemployment rate

4. Youth unemployment rate

5. Internet usage age 16-24

a. Individuals who have never used
internet age 16-24

b. IWHNUI unemployed (all ages)

6. Regular internet users age 16-24

a. RIU Unemployed (all ages)

7. Digital confidence

ICT Skills (Digital agenda scoreboard)

8. ICT skills obtained throught formal
education institutions

a. Unemployed

9. Persons employed using computers at
work

a. SMEs

b. Large

10. ICT skills perceived as insufficient for
the labour market

a. Employed

b. Unemployed

11. ICT skills perceived as sufficient for the
labour market

a. Employed

b. Unemployed

12.Enterprises employing ICT specialists

13.Enterprises reporting hard-to-fill
vacancies for ICT specialists

a. SMEs

b. Large

14. Persons employed with ICT Specialist
skills

15.Digital skills indicator

a. Above basic

b. Basic

c. Low
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APPENDIX 5: FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW TEMPLATE

Generation 0101: Erasmus + project with partners from Croatia, Cyprus, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania and Turkey,

focusing on ICT education for unemployed youth.

Structured Stakeholder Interview

The Generation 0101 project aims to address several important issues that are present in today's society,
namely the growing problem of youth unemployment and the need to place a stronger emphasis on
development and recognition of ICT skills among young people in
order for them to become more competitive in the job market and to enable their employment in digital
jobs. The project will also contribute to improving resources of different non-profit and non-governmental
organizations through training of the staff in developing new skills and knowledge, as well as through
encouraging young people to partner up with local organizations and help in their work, consequently
solving problems of local communities.

1. Interview Objective (to be provided to respondent):

The aim of this interview is to understand how important for different stakeholders (Employment agencies,

formal education systems and non- formal training providers, local governments and youth organizations)

are the priorities set by Digital Agenda Europe and Digital Single Market strategies . How are these strategic

goals are related to ICT skills and youth employability initiatives implemented in partners countries and

what is the role of National /Local coalitions to address them.

This interview is part of an EU-funded project research to design and develop a curriculum to support youth

in acquiring IC T skills relevant for their future employment and personal development.

This interview can be administered as either a face-to-face interview or a phone interview. The interview

should take approximately 30 minutes.
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2. Interview questions

1 Name

2 Position

3 Organisation

4* How important do you think for your country is the Digital Single Market strategy/Digital
Agenda for Europe program

5 Do you have integrated Digital Agenda Goals in you strategies (regional, national or local)
and if yes which ? , If not, why?

This question is mostly relevant to governments and local governments *

6 Are you aware of the specific goals related to e-skills for jobs priorities of the EU
strategies mentioned above? Which organizations in your country are playing most active
role to support e-skills for jobs initiatives?

7 Is there a National coalition for E-skills /Digital Agenda/Grand Coalition of digital Jobs in
your country? If yes, do they have ICT skills development for youth on the priority list?

8 Are there special, state funded (EU funded) programs in your country to support ICT skills
development for young people? Especially the ones which are disadvantaged,
unemployed?

9 How do you evaluate the ICT skills of young people in your country in general?
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10 Do you believe the Formal education system in your country provides the ICT skills that
young people need for their learning/employment/personal development pathways in
the future? What should be improved/changed here?

11 Do you believe that ICT skills of young people are sufficient for labour market needs? If
not, what are the particular ICT skills areas which should be developed for young people
employability?

12 What sort of multi-stakeholders initiatives can help young people to be more engaging
with technology and ICT skills?

13 Are there any successful examples of such initiatives in your country? Public of private?

14 Finally, can we directly attribute quotes to you in our research output, or do you wish to
remain anonymous?
Can attribute quotes: □ Wish to remain anonymous: □

THANKS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS INTERVIEW.
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APPENDIX 6: COUNTRY ANALYSIS TEMPLATE

National Country report for Project
“Generation 0101” data research – country

INTRODUCTION (Max 1 page)

Please, describe here:

1) the organization who run the research

2) the information sources you have used – e.g. web sources, consultations with

experts, f2f meetings, e-mails – etc.

3) how many stakeholders have been interviewed

4) how many youth surveys have been completed and analyzed

DIGITAL AGEDA STRATEGY

Please, describe here how are Digital Agenda policy and goals implemented in your country.

Which are the stakeholders responsible for DA goals. (This info you can get from stakeholder

surveys answers mostly ).

Please, if mentioning public policy documents or programs relevant to DA in your country,

include web links!

MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS FOR ICT SKILLS AND YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY

Please, describe here in compact format the main stakeholders responsible for ICT skills for

youth. You can use for this the following information:

1) stakeholders table

2) project table

3) stakeholders questionnaires inputs

Please, try to group the stakeholders by categories: public sector, NGO, academic sector,

Private initiatives. When mentioning major stakeholders include the links to their websites!

Describe if there is National coalition for e– skills/Grand coalition for Jobs/DA in your country.

If yes, then what members it includes and what are the major goals of it.

COUNTR FIGURES IN ICT SKILLS AND YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY

Please, shortly analyze and describe the figures which you have identified via desk research-

statistical indicators (I attach here the tables ):

1. What is the unemployment rate of youth in your country, dynamics?

2. What is the ICT skills level in your country?

3. What is the percentage of ICT specialists employed?

4. Do young people think their ICT skills are sufficient for the labor market needs?
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YOUTH SURVEY DATA ANALYSES

Please, analyze the main findings of youth survey data:

1) shortly describe the demographics and education of respondents (responses A4-A5, b1-

b4, d1,d2)

2) describe their ICT and internet usage habits (c1)

3) describe their ICT skills level (c2, c3)

4) describe their obtaining knowledge habits(c5)

5) Please describe their ICT skills sufficiency for job market and ICT skills in project

related areas of competence

You can insert data (graphics) from the datasheets here.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Please, provide here the main conclusions from the chapters above for Your country:

1. Is Digital agenda goals a priority, reflected in state/regional policies

2. Are stakeholders cooperating to raise ICT skills for youth employability awareness and

realize practical projects. What are the initiatives which had the major impact in your

country?

3. What topics are missing out in recent policies/projects for ICT skills for youth?

4. Do ICT skills development for youth in your countries will have practical impact on

youth employment

5. What are the ICT skills more common for youth in your country and which are the

missing ones?

Please, provide recommendations for your country

1. What should be improved in state/regional policies to implement DAA goals in e-skills

area?

2. What motivation tools and approaches should be used to involve young people acquire

/improve digital skills?

3. Which of the training areas (proposed within project) are most relevant/needed for

young people in your countries with perspective of employability?

Any other conclusions /recommendations you would like to add !
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APPENDIX 7: INTERVIEWEES BY COUNTRY

Turkey

Oguz Turkoglu, Business and professional consultant, Iskur

Anonymus Stakeholder from Educational sector

Suheyla Sabeti, General Manager, I-Akademi

Anonymus Stakeholder from NGO sector

Anonymus Stakeholder from NGO sector

Lithuania

Representatives from:

 Information society development committee under the Ministry and transport

 Committee on the Development of Information

 Society of Parliament

 ECDL Lietuva

 Ministry of Social security and labour

 IT learning center

 National digital coalition

 Digital Champion of Lithuania

Latvia

Kristians Jacevičs, Ventspils City Council Board of Education 

Andra Jakobsone, Liepaja University Park of Science and Innovation

Santa Sipola, Ministry of Environmental protection and Regional development

Representative of Ministry of Science and Education of Latvia

Representative of Microsoft LATVIA

Representative of local municipality responsible for local ICT implementation

Cyprus

Dr. Stelios Himonas, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and

Tourism

Chrystalleni Loizdou, Coordinator, Hack66

Anonymus Stakeholder from Educational sector

Sezis Thompson, Project Manager, Youth Power

Nikos Malekos, Board Member, IKME
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Italy

Barbara Quarta, EU Project Manager, Fondazione Mondo Digitale

Guilio Iannis, Manager, Centro Studi Pluriversum

Leonella Ferrarini, ICT Teacher, VET School IPSSEOA „F.Buscemi”

Illaria Esposito, Coordinator, National Youth Forum

Francesco Guiffre, General Manager, Anitec

Anonymus Stakeholder from ICT sector

Anonymus Stakeholder from governmental sector

Anonymus Stakeholder from governmental sector

Marzia Mordini, General Officer, City of Florence

Croatia

Vedran Mihaljević, representative of technical culture sector 

Tomislav Ramljak, representative of Youth Organisation

Kristian Benić, City Library Rijeka 

Marko Žmak, ICT entrepreneur and representativ eo f Rijeka Maker Space initiative

Andrea Oštrić, Science and Technology Parke Rijeka, University of Rijeka 

Eugenija Perić, City of Rijeka 

Carmen Hiti, SO DO – El Sistema Hrvatska


